










3D video is a technology that has seen a tremendous attention in
the recent years. Multiview Video Coding (MVC) is an extension of
the popular H.264 video coding standard and is commonly used to
compress 3D videos. It offers an improvement of 20% to 50% in com-
pression efficiency over simulcast encoding of multiview videos using
the conventional H.264 video coding standard. However, there are
two important problems associated with it: (i) its superior compres-
sion performance comes at the cost of significantly higher computa-
tional complexity which hampers the real-world realization of MVC
encoder in applications such as 3D live broadcasting and interactive
Free Viewpoint Television (FTV), and (ii) compressed 3D videos can
suffer from packet loss during transmission, which can degrade the
viewing quality of the 3D video at the decoder. This thesis aims to
solve these problems by presenting techniques to reduce the computa-
tional complexity of the MVC encoder and by proposing a consistent
error concealment technique for frame losses in 3D video transmission.
The thesis first analyses the complexity of the MVC encoder. It then
proposes two novel techniques to reduce the complexity of motion and
disparity estimation. The first method achieves complexity reduction
in the disparity estimation process by exploiting the relationship be-
tween temporal levels, type of macroblocks and search ranges while
the second method achieves it by exploiting the geometrical relation-
ship between motion and disparity vectors in stereo frames. These
two methods are then combined with other state-of-the-art methods
in a unique framework where gains add up. Experimental results show
that the proposed low-complexity framework can reduce the encoding
time of the standard MVC encoder by over 93% while maintaining
similar compression efficiency performance.
The addition of new View Synthesis Prediction (VSP) modes to the
MVC encoding framework improve the compression efficiency of MVC.
However, testing additional modes comes at the cost of increased en-
coding complexity. In order to reduce the encoding complexity, the
thesis, next, proposes a bayesian early mode decision technique for
a VSP enhanced MVC coder. It exploits the statistical similarities
between the RD costs of the VSP SKIP mode in neighbouring views
to terminate the mode decision process early. Results indicate that
the proposed technique can reduce the encoding time of the enhanced
MVC coder by over 33% at similar compression efficiency levels.
Finally, compressed 3D videos are usually required to be broadcasted
to a large number of users where transmission errors can lead to frame
losses which can degrade the video quality at the decoder. A simple re-
construction of the lost frames can lead to inconsistent reconstruction
of the 3D scene which may negatively affect the viewing experience
of a user. In order to solve this problem, the thesis proposes, at the
end, a consistency model for recovering frames lost during transmis-
sion. The proposed consistency model is used to evaluate inter-view
and temporal consistencies while selecting candidate blocks for con-
cealment. Experimental results show that the proposed technique
is able to recover the lost frames with high consistency and better
quality than two standard error concealment methods and a baseline
technique based on the boundary matching algorithm.
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Video data has seen a rapid growth in the last few years. Its share in the global
Internet and mobile traffic is expected to rise to unprecedented levels in the
coming years [1]. Fig. 1.1 shows the forecast for global consumer internet traffic
by segment. The figure clearly shows that a huge proportion of the overall internet
traffic is covered by internet video. It is interesting to note that while both
internet video and online gaming involve video data, the share of the former is
far greater than that of the latter. This is because unlike internet video where
actual transfer of the pixel data takes place, in online gaming, once the virtual
world is downloaded, only the position information of gamers is transferred. The
share of video data in the overall internet traffic is predicted to rise from 60%
today to 70% in the next four years (Fig. 1.1). Thus, video has become one of
the most popular and fast growing medium for information, entertainment and
communication.
One of the most important advancements in video technology has been the
introduction of 3D video. Its popularity is reflected in both the rising global sales
of 3D enabled consumer electronics devices (See Fig. 1.2 for market forecast of
3D displays) and the rising number of digital 3D screens in cinemas.
Stereoscopic displays [3] are commonly used to watch 3D videos. While glasses





















Internet video Web, email and data File sharing Online gaming
Figure 1.1: Global consumer internet traffic (Cisco Visual Networking Index,
2013 [1]).
Figure 1.2: 3D display market forecast (DisplaySearch [2])
2
1. Introduction
ported to cause visual discomfort and visual fatigue [4]. A more flexible and
efficient alternative is to use autostereoscopic displays which allow the viewer to
experience 3D sensation without wearing glasses [5]. These displays require the
availability of a large number of views (e.g. Dimenco’s Autostereoscopic 3D dis-
play with 28 views [6]) which dramatically increases the transmission bandwidth
requirement [7].
Similar to 3D video, Free Viewpoint Video (FVV) [8] is another exciting
video technology. Both these technologies expand the user’s sensation beyond the
classical 2D video. While 3D video enhances the visual experience by providing
depth impression, FVV allows interactive viewpoint selection or free navigation
in real scenes. These technologies do not exclude each other but rather can be
combined in a single system to provide both depth impression and free navigation.
Multiview Video (MVV) is generally used as the underlying video format in
both 3D video and FVV. The amount of MVV data increases proportionally with
the number of views. Thus, for applications requiring a large number of views
the resultant MVV data can be huge. Luckily the MVV data is highly redundant
as each view represents information about the same scene albeit from different
viewpoints (see Fig. 1.3).
(a) Viewpoint 1 (b) Viewpoint 2 (c) Viewpoint 3
Figure 1.3: An example of multiview video: frames from the Breakdancers se-
quence depicting a scene from three different viewpoints. The horizontal offsets
between the three viewpoints can be clearly observed in the portions of the frames
identified by the red rectangles.
A more efficient and promising format for 3D video is the Multiview Video
3
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plus Depth (MVD) format [9]. It consists of multiple texture views and their
associated depth maps. The availability of depth maps help reduce the transmis-
sion bandwidth requirement by transmitting only a subset of the required views
to the decoder and generating the remaining views at the decoder by using depth















Figure 1.4: Advanced 3DTV concept based on MVD
While the advances in video technology have resulted in an exponential growth
of the volume of video data, unfortunately, the underlying transmission and stor-
age technologies have not evolved at the same speed. In order to allow efficient
and cost-effective deployment of the new technologies using legacy transmission
and storage facilities, it is necessary to efficiently compress the video data. Com-
pression schemes are developed to achieve this. State-of-the-art video compres-
sion techniques can reduce the size of raw video by a factor of about 100 without
any noticeable reduction in visual quality [12]. In order to allow inter-operability
between a variety of devices, it is important to standardize these compression
schemes. To this end, two organizations, ITU-T and ISO/IEC have developed
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many compression standards over the last few decades (Fig. 1.5). These include
the ITU-T H.26L family of standards including H.261 [13] (ratified in 1988, not
shown in Fig. 1.5), H.263 [14], H.263+ [15] and H.263++ [16] and the ISO/IEC
MPEG family of standards including the MPEG-1 [17] and MPEG-4 Visual [18].
Most modern standards have been a result of a joint effort of the two organi-
zations. These include the H.262/MPEG-2 [19], H.264/MPEG-4 AVC [20, 21]
including its two extensions: Scalable Video Coding (SVC) [22] and Multiview
Video Coding (MVC) [23, 24], and High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [25].
These standards were developed keeping in view the technologies at that time.
Over time, newer standards, with better compression efficiency, have replaced the
older ones (e.g., the latest HEVC standard provides approximately a 50% bit rate
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Figure 1.5: Evolution of video compression standards
For 3D video, the additional views required to provide flexible 3D sensation
drastically increases the transmission bandwidth requirement. Using the conven-
tional 2D video compression schemes to compress each view independently before
transmission reduces the volume of data but only to a certain limit. This posed a
new challenge to the video compression community. For efficient compression of
3D video, new methods had to be developed. The success of 3D markets globally
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gave a new impetus to the video coding research. Standards aimed at 3D video
started emerging.
Multiview Video Coding (MVC) [23, 24], developed as an extension of H.264,
is aimed at efficient compression of multiview videos. MVC exploits the redun-
dancy in MVV by using inter-view prediction methods. It allows a reduction of
20% to 50% in bit rates compared to simulcast transmission using H.264/MPEG-
4 AVC [24]. Because of its superior compression performance and its support for
backward compatibility with legacy 2D devices, it was selected by the Blu-Ray
Disc Association as the coding format for 3D video with high-definition resolution
[26]. In its design, its fundamental difference with the conventional standards is
that while the conventional standards target two types of redundancies present
in videos: (i) Spatial (similarities within a picture) and (ii) temporal (similarities
between successive pictures), MVC additionally targets a third type i.e., inter-
view redundancies (similarities between pictures of neighbouring views). While
the methods employed for exploiting spatial redundancies (Intra Prediction) use
simple computations (as they are based on predictions from the edges of neigh-
bouring blocks of the same frame), temporal and inter-view redundancies are
exploited by using computationally intensive methods (Motion Estimation (ME)
and Disparity Estimation (DE) respectively) i.e., in these methods, neighbouring
frames from the same view as well as from the adjacent views are searched during
prediction. This makes the MVC encoder very slow. For example, for 8 encoded
views, the coding complexity of MVC is 19× higher than that of the simulcast
H.264 [27]. Though MVC allows a significant reduction in bit rates compared
to H.264/MPEG-4 AVC, its slow speed makes it less appealing for use in time-
constrained 3D applications. Thus, the encoding speed of MVC is vital for its
widespread deployment.
Even though, compared to simulcast encoding, the MVV based MVC provides
better compression, for most applications such as glasses-free 3D video using au-
tostereoscopic displays, it can only provide a limited reduction in bit rate (typ-
ically around 20% [28], which is still far too high [7]). MVD format is a better
choice in such applications as it can reduce the bitrate significantly. Apart from
reducing the bitrate requirement by transmitting a subset of the available views,
it also allows new prediction modes at the encoder which improve the compres-
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sion efficiency [29]. The addition of new modes in the already complex encoding
framework of modern block based video encoders further increases their compu-
tational complexity. Therefore, it is required to introduce novel algorithms that
can allow a reduction in transmission bit rate without a significant computational
burden on the encoder.
Another problem with the transmission of MVD videos is that in almost
all realistic scenarios, the views that make up the 3D video, are transmitted
over packet-based unreliable channels such as the internet or a wireless network.
Packet loss in such networks is a common phenomenon. Forward Error Correction
(FEC) is generally used to recover lost packets. However, FEC due to bandwidth
constraints, FEC may not be able to recover all the lost packets. Similarly, TCP
can be used to retransmit lost packets but in broadcast applications the lack of
a feedback channel might not allow this. Thus in bandwidth limited broadcast
applications, it is expected that the receiver may not receive all the video packets.
This can degrade the video quality at the decoder. Error concealment techniques
are employed to minimize the effect of packet loss on video quality. Many error
concealment methods have been proposed recently for 2D and 3D video trans-
mission. An important aspect of 3D video, often ignored in the existing error
concealment methods, is the fact that while independently recovering each lost
frame might be sufficient for 2D video, 3D videos require a consistent reconstruc-
tion of all the frames that make up the 3D scene. Inconsistent reconstruction
of the frames can lead to an imperfect reconstruction of the 3D scene which is
undesirable. Thus, for a pleasant viewing experience, it is important to introduce
new methods for consistent error concealment of 3D videos.
To address the three problems mentioned above, the thesis will aim at:
• Reducing the time complexity of MVV based MVC encoding.
• Reducing the time complexity of MVD based MVC encoding enhanced with
new prediction modes such as View Synthesis Prediction.
• Reducing the effect of packet loss on video quality in an MVD broadcast
setup.
CPU time is commonly used for evaluating the time complexity of a video
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encoder. Another, less common, method is to use the number of points at which
the sum of absolute differences (SAD) is evaluated during motion and disparity
estimation processes (search points). In this thesis, time complexity is first eval-
uated using both the CPU time and the number of search points in Chapter 3.
It is found that both the methods provide similar results. Thus, in Chapter 4,
time complexity is evaluated only using CPU time.
1.2 Contributions of the Thesis
The main contributions of the thesis are as follows:
• A fast disparity estimation method [30, 31] that exploits the correlation
between the temporal level of a frame, and the view-neighbourhood of a
macroblock to reduce the search range for disparity estimation. It achieves
35.28% reduction of encoding time, on average, compared to the standard
JMVM 6.0 [32] reference software implementation. This method is pre-
sented in Section 3.4.1.
• A fast motion and disparity estimation method [31] that exploits the ge-
ometric consistency between the motion and disparity vectors of two con-
secutive stereo video frame pairs to reduce the motion and disparity search
ranges. It achieves 41.78% reduction of encoding time, on average, com-
pared to the standard JMVM 6.0 [32] reference software implementation.
This method is presented in Section 3.4.2.
• A novel global solution for low-complexity multiview video coding [31, 33].
The solution integrates state-of-the-art algorithms with the above two meth-
ods into a unique framework to achieve an encoding time saving of over 93%
on average, compared to the standard JMVM 6.0 [32] reference software im-
plementation. Compared to state-of-the-art [34] this is an improvement of
up to 11%. This method is presented in Section 3.4.3.
• An early mode decision method for View Synthesis Prediction mode en-
hanced multiview video coding [35]. The method exploits the bayesian
decision rule to minimize the number of candidate modes checked during
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encoding. It achieves time saving of over 33% compared to the standard
JMVC 6.0 [36] reference software implementation. Compared to a baseline
method based on the interview correlation technique proposed in [37], this
is an improvement of up to 12%. This method is presented in Section 4.4.2.
• A novel consistency model for error concealment of MVD video that al-
lows to maintain a high level of consistency between frames of the same
view (temporal consistency) and those of the neighbouring views (inter-
view consistency). The proposed technique outperforms two standard error
concealment techniques ([38], [39]) and a baseline method based on Bound-
ary Matching Algorithm (BMA) [40] with respect to both reconstruction
quality and view consistency. This method is presented in Section 5.3.
1.3 Outline of the Thesis
The dissertation has been organized as follows:
• Chapter 2: This chapter begins with an introduction of the H.264 Video
coding standard and its major features. It then provides an overview of
the Multiview Video Coding extension of H.264, its features and applica-
tions. Common 3D video formats are presented next. At the end a brief
description of the view synthesis technique is provided.
• Chapter 3: This chapter starts with a complexity analysis of the MVC
encoder. It then proposes two new low-complexity techniques for MVC: (i)
Previous Disparity Vector Disparity Estimation (PDV-DE) and (ii) Stereo
Motion Consistency Constraint Motion and Disparity Estimation (SMCC-
MDE). This is followed by a description of the proposed Complete Low
Complexity Multiview Video Coding (CLCMVC), which is a novel frame-
work that combines the two proposed methods with state-of-the-art meth-
ods to provide a global low-complexity solution.
• Chapter 4: This chapter proposes an early mode decision method for the
View Synthesis Prediction SKIP mode-enhanced MVC coder where MVD
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videos are used to enable view synthesis prediction. It starts with an anal-
ysis of the optimal coding modes of this coder. It then proposes a novel
Bayesian early mode decision method for it. The method uses Bayes’ deci-
sion theory to eliminate the less probable candidate modes while encoding
a macroblock. The chapter concludes with a discussion on the obtained
results.
• Chapter 5: This chapter proposes a scene-consistent error concealment
method for whole frame losses in multiview video transmission. It starts
with an introduction to the error concealment problem in multiview plus
depth video transmission. State-of-the-art methods for error concealment
are reviewed next. This is followed by the description of the proposed
scene-consistent error concealment method. The results are presented and
discussed at the end of the chapter.
• Chapter 6: This chapter concludes the thesis with a summary of its major





This chapter presents some fundamental concepts in the field of video coding es-
pecially with reference to the H.264 standard, its multiview video coding (MVC)
extension, and depth based view synthesis. It starts with an overview of the H.264
video coding standard in Section 2.2. This includes an introduction of the build-
ing blocks of the H.264 video coding standard which include the colour space, the
macroblock and slice types. Prediction tools used in the standard are presented
next. This is followed by an overview of the H.264 encoder. Section 2.3 presents
an overview of MVC. 3D video representation formats are introduced in Section
2.4. At the end an analysis of View Synthesis technique is presented in Section 2.5
which starts by describing its pre-requisites like the different coordinate systems
used, the camera parameters, and the depth maps. The fundamental view syn-
thesis steps like forward warping, mapping competition, hole filling and merging
are presented at the end of the chapter.
2.2 The H.264 Video Coding Standard
This section introduces the H.264 video compression standard. Section 2.2.1
presents an overview of its buildings blocks while Section 2.2.2 describes the
different prediction types supported by H.264. Finally, Section 2.2.3 presents and
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discusses the H.264 encoder.
2.2.1 Building blocks
• Color Space and Sampling: The H.264/AVC standard uses the YCbCr
color space where Y, Cb and Cr represent the Luma and Chroma color
components. The luma component Y represents the brightness, the chroma
component Cb represents the measure by which the colour deviates from
gray towards blue and the chroma component Cr represents the measure
by which the colour deviates from gray towards red.
The H.264/AVC standard uses a sampling structure in which the size of the
chroma component is half the size of the luma component. This is called
the 4:2:0 sampling with 8 bits of precision per sample.
• Macroblock: A Macroblock (MB) is the basic coding unit adopted in the
H.264/AVC standard. Each frame of a video sequence is divided into fixed-















Figure 2.1: A Macroblock
• Slice: A sequence of MBs make up a slice. A frame is a collection of one or
more slices. A slice can be of type I, P, or B. The type of slice determines
the types of prediction that can be used for coding a macroblock in the
slice. The H.264/AVC standard defines three types of slices:
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– I slice: Only intra prediction can be used in an I-slice.
– P slice: Both intra prediction and inter prediction are allowed in P
slices. An inter predicted macroblock in a P-slice can use at most one
prediction signal per prediction block.
– B slice: Both intra prediction and inter prediction are allowed in
B slices. An inter prediction MB in a B-slice can use at most two
prediction signals per prediction block.
2.2.2 Prediction Types
Each macroblock in a slice can be encoded using either intra prediction or inter
prediction.
• Intra Frame Prediction: In Intra prediction, samples of the macroblock
are predicted from within the same slice. Two intra prediction modes are
supported: Intra 4x4 and Intra 16x16.
In the Intra 4x4 mode, the macroblock is divided into 4x4 partitions, each
of which can use one of the 9 intra 4x4 prediction modes (See Fig. 2.2(a)).
These include a ’DC’ mode in which the whole 4x4 block is predicted from
one value. The remaining eight are ’directional’ modes each of which allows
prediction for a certain direction. This type of prediction is well suited for
regions of a frame with significant detail [20].
In the Intra 16x16 mode, the macroblock is predicted as a whole using one
of the four intra 16x16 prediction modes (See Fig. 2.2(b)). It supports four
Intra 16x16 modes. These include the ’DC’, the ’Planar’ and the vertical,
and horizontal directional modes. This type of prediction is more suited for
smooth areas of a picture.
• Inter Frame Prediction:
– in P Slices: When a macroblock in a P slice is coded using inter
prediction, it can either be coded as a 16x16 macroblock or can be
partitioned in smaller block sizes of 16x8, 8x16 and 8x8 samples each
13
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(b) Intra 16x16 prediction modes
Figure 2.2: Intra Prediction Modes.
of which can be independently coded using motion compensated pre-
diction from a reference frame (See Fig. 2.3). If 8x8 partition size is
chosen, it can be further split into blocks of sizes 8x4, 4x8 or 4x4 sam-
ples. Fig. 2.4 illustrates the different types of macroblock partitions.
– in B Slices: B slices utilize a similar macroblock partitioning as




Current Frame Future FramePast Frames
Figure 2.3: Inter Prediction
Figure 2.4: Macroblock Partitioning
2.2.3 The H.264 encoder
The H.264 encoder consists of two paths: (i) the forward path for encoding (shown
in black lines in Fig. 2.5) and (ii) the reverse path for decoding and reconstruction
of the current picture (shown in blue lines in Fig. 2.5).
In the forward path, a macroblock is first processed as either inter coded mac-
roblock or an intra coded macroblock. In the former case, it goes through motion
estimation and compensation to generate a prediction signal. In the latter, it
uses prediction from spatially neighbouring samples of the current slice that have
already been encoded and reconstructed by the encoder. The prediction signal
is then subtracted from the original macroblock to obtain a residual macroblock.
The residual macroblock is transformed using a separable integer transform with
similar properties as those of a 4x4 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), quantized
and entropy coded. Two entropy coders are defined in the standard: (i) Context
Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Code (CABAC) and (ii) Context Adaptive Variable
Length Code (CAVLC). The entropy coder also processes other information such



























Figure 2.5: Block diagram of the H.264 encoder
inter prediction used) and intra modes (if intra prediction used).
In the reverse path is included to reconstruct the coded picture exactly as by
the decoder. These pictures are then used as references for intra and inter pre-
diction. In order to reconstruct a macroblock, the inverse quantized and inverse
transformed residual is added to the prediction signal from the forward path. A
deblocking filter is then applied to it to reduce the blocking artefacts. The recon-
structed pictures are added to the Reference Picture Buffer and are subsequently
available to be used as references.
2.3 Multiview Video Coding
This section introduces the Mulitiview Video Coding (MVC) extension of H.264
video compression standard. Section 2.3.1 presents an overview of inter-view
prediction in MVC while Section 2.3.2 presents and discussed the MVC encoder.
Finally, Section 2.3.3 gives an overview of the various scenarios and applications
in which MVC is used.
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2.3.1 Enabling Inter-view Prediction
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Figure 2.6: Typical MVC prediction structures for the (a) two-view stereo high
profile and (b) three-view multiview high profile. An Access Unit (AU) refers to
a set of frames corresponding to the same time instance but in different views
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Unlike inter prediction in H.264 which only exploits the temporal redundancy
between frames of the same view, inter-view prediction exploits both the temporal
redundancy between frames of the same view as well as the spatial redundancy
between frames of neighbouring views. This is made possible by extending the
capability of reference frame lists of H.264/AVC (which only contained indices
of frames from the same view) to include indices of frames from neighbouring
views as well. Hence, frames from other views are also available during inter
prediction process. The only limitation is that the inter-view frames must be
contained within the same Access Unit (AU) as the current frame (See Fig. 2.6).
An AU is defined by a set of frames corresponding to the same time instance but
in different views.
The MVC specification [21] defines two profiles: (i) the stereo high profile and
(ii) the multiview high profile (Fig. 2.6). The stereo high profile is limited to two
views while the multiview high profile supports multiple views.
2.3.2 The MVC encoder
An MVC encoder (Fig. 2.7) is largely similar to the H.264 encoder but uses an
enhanced prediction mechanism. That is, on top of Motion Estimation (ME)
and Motion Compensation (MC), the MVC encoder uses Disparity Estimation
(DE) and Disparity Compensation (DC) which allows prediction from inter-view
reference frames. Hence the mode decision in MVC decides between Inter, Inter-
view and Intra prediction, unlike in H.264 where the decision has to be between
Inter and Intra modes. JMVC [41] (and the earlier Joint Multiview Video Model
(JMVM) [32]), which is the standard reference software for MVC, uses the Rate
Distortion Optimized Mode Decision (RDO-MD) for mode selection. RDO-MD
is based on the rate and distortion costs i.e.,
J = D + λR (2.1)
where J is the RD cost, λ is the Lagrange multiplier, and R and D are the
bitrate and distortion costs respectively. During the mode decision process for a
macroblock, J is evaluated for all possible combinations of block sizes using both



































Figure 2.7: Block diagram of the MVC encoder
sense (i.e., which minimizes J) is finally selected to encode the macroblock.
2.3.3 Scenarios and Applications
There are two main applications of MVC as identified by the MVC standardiza-
tion project [42]. These are: 3D video and Free view-point video.
A 2D video provides a very limited viewing sensation compared to what the
Human Visual System (HVS) is capable of. Two important cues missing from
2D video compared to the HVS are:
• seeing a different image with each eye (stereo parallax), and
• seeing a different image as the head is moved (motion parallax).
The aim of new video technologies like 3D video and free view-point video is
to provide the missing cues in 2D video such as the stereo and/or motion parallax.
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• 3D video: A basic 3D video is required to provide at least stereo parallax.
Stereoscopic displays can be for displaying such simple 3D videos.
• Free view-point video: A basic free view-point video is required to
provide at least motion parallax. In order to provide this kind of ability,
the display is required to be able to emit more than two views. The viewing
range in which motion parallax can be experienced is limited by the number
of views that the display can emit.
Both 3D and free view-point videos can also be combined in one application
such as in the advanced multiview autostereoscopic displays which provide
both stereo and motion parallax.
2.4 3D Video Formats
This sections presents an overview of the different video formats available for
3D video. The texture based video formats Conventional Stereo Video (CSV)
and Multiview Video (MVV) are discussed in Section 2.4.1 and Section 2.4.2 re-
spectively while the depth based formats Video plus Depth (V+D) and Multiview
Video plus Depth (MVD) are presented in Section 2.4.3 and Section 2.4.4. Other,
less common, formats are presented in Section 2.4.5.
2.4.1 Conventional Stereo Video
Conventional Stereo Video (CSV) [43] is the most common format for 3D video
and is used in basic 3D applications such as 3D video with glasses. It is based on
two texture views (Fig. 2.8(a)). In order to reduce the amount of data associated
with two full resolution texture videos, a simple variant is the Mixed Resolution
Stereo (MRS) [44] which replaces one of the full resolution texture videos with a
half resolution one.
2.4.2 Multiview video
Multiview Video (MVV) is based on multiple texture views (Fig. 2.8(b)). It is
an extension of CSV to more than 2 views. MVV provides flexible 3D viewing
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(a) Conventional Stereo Video (CSV)
(b) Multiview Video (MVV)
Figure 2.8: Typical examples of texture based video formats
options such as view-point switching but using a large amount of video data.
A problem with MVV is the linear relationship between the data rate and the
number of views.
2.4.3 Video plus depth
Video Plus Depth (V+D) [45] format is very similar to the CSV format with the
difference that one of the texture views of CSV is replaced with a depth map
(Fig. 2.9(a), See. Section 2.5.3 for an explanation of depth maps). The second
texture view required to provide 3D sensation, is generated at the decoder using
the depth image and view synthesis techniques (explained in the next section).
This approach is more efficient compared to CSV as it can provide comparable
visual quality to that of CSV but using a smaller amount of video data [43]. This
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is because a depth image contains less information compared to the texture data
and can be compressed more efficiently [11]. The depth maps can be compressed
at only 10% to 20% of the bitrate required for encoding of texture maps [45].
There are two reasons for this: (i) the depth map is represented by a single signal
while the texture map usually contains three signals corresponding to one luma
and two chroma components and (ii) the depth signal mainly consists of large
homogeneous areas, inside scene objects, which are easy to compress [26]. While
the depth maps are generally encoded using conventional video codecs such as
H.264/AVC, MVC or HEVC, alternative approaches such as platelet coding [46]
are being studied which may outperform the conventional codecs. The V+D
format was specified by MPEG as the representation format for 3D video in its
MPEG-C Part 3 [47]. While CSV can be readily used for 3D videos, enabling 3D
using V+D format is relatively complex as it involves view synthesis process at
the decoder.
2.4.4 Multiview plus depth
Multiview plus depth (MVD) [43] is based on multiple texture views with their
associated depth maps (Fig. 2.9(b)). It can be considered as a combination
of MVV and V+D and can be used to provide motion parallax at significantly
lower bit rates compared to MVV [43]. It can be used to synthesize a very large
number of views at the decoder compared the V+D format which can generate
views in a very limited range around the available original view [43]. The recent
MVC+D [48, 49] 3D video coding standard specifies MVD as the underlying video
representation format [48, 49].
2.4.5 Other formats
Layered Depth Video (LDV) and Depth Enhanced Stereo (DES) [43] are two
other promising formats for 3D video. LDV is based on one texture view with its
associated depth map and one or more enhancement texture and or depth layers.
These layers can for example contain only the occluded/dis-occluded regions.
DES is an advanced stereo video format that provides backward compatibility
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(a) Video plus Depth (V+D)
(b) Multiview Video plus Depth (MVD)
Figure 2.9: Typical examples of depth based video formats
with applications based on CSV but can use additional depth and/or enhance-
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ment layers when used in more advanced 3D applications.
2.5 View Synthesis for depth based video
An important advantage of the depth based 3D video formats is that they allow
the creation of synthetic frames at the decoder by using view synthesis. This
section briefly overviews the view synthesis process. Section 2.5.1 provides the
necessary background information on the world, camera and image coordinate
systems which are used during the view synthesis process. Section 2.5.2 describes
the different types of parameters associated with a camera. The concept of ’depth
maps’ is described in Section 2.5.3. Forward warping, which uses camera param-
eters and depth maps to project a pixel from one view to another, is discussed
in Section 2.5.4. Two common problems associated with forward warping are:
mapping competition and hole filling. These are discussed in Section 2.5.5. Fi-
nally, view synthesis can be performed using two reference views, rather than
one. The process and advantages of using two reference views for view synthesis
are discussed in Section 2.5.6.
2.5.1 Coordinate Systems
View synthesis uses the well-known pinhole camera model which defines three
types of coordinate systems [50]. The model is briefly described here.
The three coordinate systems are the world coordinate system, the camera
coordinate system and the image coordinate system (See Fig. 2.10). The world
coordinate system has three dimensions ((Xw, Yw, Zw) in Fig. 2.10) and is inde-
pendent from any particular camera. In contrast, each camera has its own camera
and image coordinate systems. In Fig. 2.10, the three dimensional camera coor-
dinates are denoted by (Xc, Yc, Zc) while the two dimensional image coordinate
system is denoted by (u, v).
2.5.2 Camera Parameters
Two sets of camera parameters describe the relationship among the coordinate




























Figure 2.10: Left: 3D coordinate system; Right: Relationship between image and
camera coordinates
matrix A represents the transformation from a camera coordinate system to the
image coordinate system and is represented as:
A =
fx 0 ox0 fy oy
0 0 1
 (2.2)
where fx and fy represent the focal lengths in x-axis and y-axis respectively, and
(ox, oy) represents the principal point offset [11].
The extrinsic matrix E = [R|t] is used to obtain a transformation from the
world coordinate system to the camera coordinate system. It consists of a 3× 3
rotation matrix R3×3 and a 3× 1 translation vector t3×1
2.5.3 Depth maps
Depth maps are grayscale (8 bit) images that represent the distances of objects
from the camera. The physical depths can be obtained from the corresponding
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where Y is the pixel value of the depth image while Znear and Zfar indicate the
minimum and maximum distance of a 3D point from the camera respectively
while Z is the physical depth value for pixel value Y. With 8 bits, it is possible
to define 28 = 256 different depth levels. Objects located closer to the camera
are represented by higher pixel values while those located farther are represented
by lower pixel values. For example, the farthest object is represented by a pixel
value of 0 while the nearest object is represented by a pixel value of 255. An
example depth map is shown in Figure 2.11 [51].
255: Nearest
0: Farthest
Figure 2.11: Example of depth maps
While the term ’depth’ is generally considered to have the same meaning
as that of ’disparity’, it is important to note that they refer to different but
related aspects of a video. They are different, as depth represents the distance
of an object from the camera, while disparity represents the distance between
two corresponding points in the left and right image of a stereo pair. They are
related, because depth at various scene points can be recovered by knowing the







where b is the baseline distance between the identical left and right cameras, f is
the focal length of the cameras while xl and xr are the respective corresponding
image points in the two cameras.
2.5.4 Forward Warping
This is the first step of the view synthesis process. In this step, the depth map
of the reference view and the camera parameters are used to project pixels from
a reference view to a virtual view.
For example, a pixel at position (ur, vr) in the image coordinate system of the
reference view r can be projected at a position (uv, vv) in a virtual view v using
forward warping. This is done in two steps. First, the pixel is projected into the








where R3×3,r, zC,r, A3×3,r, and t3×1,r represent the rotation matrix, the depth
value of the pixel at position (ur, vr), the intrinsic matrix and translation vector
of reference camera r respectively.
In the next step, the 3D point in the world coordinate system is projected to










2.5.5 Mapping competition and hole filling
Two problems can occur during forward warping: (i) more than one pixel in the
reference view maps to a particular position in the virtual view, and (ii) no pixel
in the reference view maps to a particular position in the virtual view. The former
results in mapping competition while the latter results in black holes.
The mapping competition is resolved by analysing the depth value for all the
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candidate pixels in the reference view that map to a particular position in the
virtual view. The pixel with the largest depth value (closest to the camera) is
finally selected.
For hole filling, mainly, three different approaches have been used in the lit-
erature:
(i) Extrapolation of neighbouring pixels [11]: As holes originate from
disocclusion, a simple approach is to fill them using neighbouring pixels that
belong to the background (have smaller depth values). This simple approach is
usually sufficient in case of narrow baseline spacing.
(ii) Image Inpainting [53]: Inpainting is a method that is generally used
to fill up the missing parts of an image. It first splits the image into two functions
with different basic characteristics. It then reconstructs each function indepen-
dently with structure and texture filling algorithms. An inpainting technique is
also adopted in the popular View Synthesis Reference Software (VSRS) [54][55]
developed by Nagoya University. In order to prevent the foreground object from
inpainting source, it is proposed to replace the foreground boundaries by some
background before performing inpainting [56].
(iii) Temporal compensation [57]: The idea behind temporal compensa-
tion is that when the foreground object is moving, it may disclose the background
behind it. So, if the image sequence is analysed, it may be possible to use some
background information from other frames to help fill the holes in the current
frame. Compared to the first two methods, this method is more challenging since
it requires heavy processing of multiple frames in a sequence.
2.5.6 Merging multiple reference views
The quality of the virtual view is much better when two reference views are used.
This is because the virtual view can be synthesised using both the left reference
view and the right reference view respectively. The two synthesised views are
complementary to each other [11]. Unlike, view synthesis using one reference
view where many large holes appear in the virtual view, when two reference
views are used, most of the holes can be filled up by merging the virtual views
obtained using the left and the right reference views.
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Figure 2.12: View Synthesis using two reference views
Like the mapping competition problem described in the previous section, while
merging the two synthesised views, it is possible that more than one candidates
will be competing for a position in the final synthesised view. In order to resolve
this problem, the mapping competition method described in the previous section
can be used here as well. Another option is to average out the results from the
two reference views [11]. An example of view synthesis using two reference views
is shown in Fig. 2.12.
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Fast Encoding Techniques for
Multiview Video Coding
3.1 Introduction
Multi-view Video (MVV) is a technology that uses multiple cameras to simulta-
neously capture a scene from different view points. It is used in applications such
as 3D Television and Free View-point Television (FTV) [8]. While MVV gives
a richer viewing experience than conventional video, it produces a huge amount
of data. However, since the data from all cameras relates to the same scene, it
is highly redundant. This has led to the development of Multiview Video Cod-
ing (MVC) [23, 24], the multiview extension of one of the popular video coding
standard, H.264/AVC [20, 21]. In MVC, reference frames for block matching
are taken from neighbouring views (Disparity Estimation) as well as across the
temporal axis (Motion Estimation). A typical prediction structure [28] of MVC
is presented in Fig. 3.1.
MVC uses variable block size motion and disparity estimation, which requires
an exhaustive search for motion and disparity vectors using all the available
block sizes. Unfortunately, this makes the MVC encoder very complex. High
computational complexity has been hampering the use of multiview video into
real-time realistic media applications (e.g., 3D live broadcasting and interactive
FTV) [58]. Therefore, reducing the time complexity of the MVC encoder is very
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Figure 3.1: Typical MVC prediction structure. V0, V1, and V2 represent three
views while t0, t1, . . . , t8 represent nine successive frames. In each view, the first
frame of the Group of Pictures (GOP) is said to be at Temporal Level 0 (TL0).
All the frames that use frames at TL0 as references belong to Temporal Level
1 (TL1). Similarly, the frames that use frames at TL1 as references belong to
Temporal Level 2 (TL2), etc.
important.
Complexity reduction can be achieved in several ways, e.g., by reducing the
number of candidate modes, the number of reference frames, the number of direc-
tions for prediction, or the search range. Such reductions must, however, be done
with smallest penalty on Rate-Distortion (RD) performance. State-of-the-art
methods address specific parts of the problem (e.g., number of candidate modes,
number of reference frames, number of prediction directions, or the search range)
but, there is no global solution yet. Moreover, most of the published work relies
only on CPU time saving as the evaluation metric for low complexity encoding
methods. This may not necessarily reflect the efficiency of the methods them-
selves, as it is dependent on the particular implementation and the test platform.
The contributions of this chapter are as follows. It defines four levels of
complexity in the MVC encoder and identifies the best previous fast encoding
techniques at each level. It then combines these techniques in a unique framework
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in which savings in complexity add up. It is observed that the performance of the
combination largely depends on motion and disparity in the video sequence as well
as the encoding bitrate. The complexity savings are larger for low motion content.
They are also larger at low bitrates than at high bitrates. In order to improve the
performance for high motion content and high bitrates, two new fast encoding
techniques are proposed. These are: (i) Previous Disparity Vector Disparity
Estimation (PDV-DE), which exploits the correlation between temporal levels
and disparity vectors and (ii) Stereo-Motion Consistency Constraint Motion and
Disparity Estimation (SMCC-MDE), which exploits the geometrical relationship
of consecutive frames in the multiview video sequence.
The performance of the proposed global solution is analysed using two metrics:
CPU time and number of search points. Experimental results show that the
proposed solution can save up to 93.7% in encoding time and 96.9% in number
of search points compared to JMVM 6.0 [32] using the fast TZ search mode [59],
with a negligible cost of 0.05 dB decrease in PSNR and 1.46% increase in bitrate.
This is an improvement of over 11% and 7%, respectively, compared to the best
published method [34]. This method uses inter-view mode and Motion Vector
(MV) correlations to reduce the complexity of the mode decision, the reference
frame selection, and the block matching process.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, an
overview of the encoding complexity framework for MVC is presented and its main
bottlenecks are identified. State-of-the-art solutions that have been proposed to
address them are presented in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, the proposed low-
complexity solution, which combines PDV-DE and SMCC-MDE with state-of-
the-art methods is presented. Section 3.5 contains experimental results. Section
3.6 provides conclusions and suggests future research directions.
3.2 MVC encoding complexity
In order to analyse the complexity of MVC encoding, this chapter focuses on
JMVM, which is the reference software for MVC. For efficient compression, JMVM
offers multiple ways of encoding a macroblock. These include a choice of differ-
ent macroblock partition sizes, prediction directions, reference frames and search
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Table 3.1: Complexity levels in Multiview Video Coding.















9. INTRA16, INTRA8, INTRA4
window sizes. In the standard implementation, all the possible options are ex-
haustively checked, and the ones resulting in the lowest rate-distortion cost are
finally selected. The following four levels of complexity in JMVM are identified
in this chapter (Table 3.1).
• Level 1 - Mode Selection: Several modes are checked in sequence to
find the best rate-distortion match for the current macroblock. These
modes are: (i) SKIP, (ii) INTER16x16, (iii) INTER16x8, (iv) INTER8x16,
(v) INTER8x8, (vi) INTER8x4, (vii) INTER4x8, (viii) INTER4x4, (ix)
INTRA16, (x) INTRA8, and (xi) INTRA4. When a macroblock is en-
coded using the SKIP mode, no motion or residual data is transmitted.
The macroblock is reconstructed with the help of motion vectors from the
spatially neighbouring macroblocks. In INTER16x16 mode, a single mo-
tion/disparity vector along with the residual data is transmitted. In IN-
TER16x8 and INTER8x16 modes, a macroblock is partitioned into two par-
titions of sizes 16x8 and 8x16, respectively, and for each partition, a separate
motion/disparity vector is transmitted. In INTER8x8 mode, a macroblock
is partitioned into four partitions of size 8x8 and four motion/disparity
vectors are transmitted. Each 8x8 size partition can be further divided
into three possible sub-macroblock partitions of sizes 8x4, 4x8, and 4x4.
For each sub-macroblock partition, a separate motion/disparity vector is
transmitted.
• Level 2 - Prediction Direction Selection: For each INTER mode in
Level 1, a best match is sought in: (i) past frames (forward prediction), (ii)
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future frames (backward prediction), and (iii) a combination of one past
and one future frame (bi-directional prediction).
• Level 3 - Reference Frame Selection: For each prediction direction se-
lected in Level 2, the JMVM reference software searches reference frames
from different views to find the best match through block-matching. These
frames can be: (i) from the same view (using ME), (ii) from the two neigh-
bouring views (using DE).
• Level 4 - Block Matching: For each reference frame, a best match is
sought in a search window of size n × n, where n denotes the number of
pixels. For good compression efficiency, usually a large window size ((± 64,
± 64) in JMVM 6.0) is used. An important element in the search process
is the determination of the motion vector predictor. The motion vector
predictor determines the starting point for the search process. The more
accurate the predictor is, the more probable it is to find the best match in
a smaller search area.
3.3 Related Work
Several methods have been proposed to reduce the encoding complexity of MVC.
They are briefly reviewed below.
Mode Selection: A fast mode selection method exploiting the correlation
between the modes of neighbouring views is proposed in [60]. In order to predict
the mode of the current macroblock, the modes of the corresponding macroblock
in the neighbouring view and its eight spatially neighbouring macroblocks are
taken into consideration. Weights are assigned to each mode and macroblocks are
classified according to the average weight. If the average is less than 0.125, then
the current macroblock is called Simple and only SKIP mode and INTER16x16
modes are considered. If the average is greater than 0.125 and smaller than 0.25,
then the current macroblock is called Normal and additionally, INTER16x8 and
8x16 are also considered. Finally, if the average weight is greater than 0.25, the
macroblock is called Complex and all modes are considered. Zeng, Ma, and Cai
[61] extend the work of [60] by increasing the number of macroblock types to five.
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A fast mode decision method based on rate-distortion costs is presented in [62].
It uses inter-view rate-distortion cost correlation of optimal modes to reduce the
number of candidate modes in the current view.
Early detection of SKIP mode reduces the complexity of the encoder signifi-
cantly as macroblocks encoded in SKIP mode do not require block matching. An
early SKIP mode detection method is proposed in [37]. The detection is based
on the analysis of SKIP mode decisions of the nine corresponding neighbours in
the neighbouring right view.
Prediction Direction Selection: In JMVM, most of the pictures are of B
type. For macroblocks in B pictures, motion and disparity estimation are done
using forward, backward and bi-directional prediction. Zhang et al. [63] observe
that the prediction direction that results in the lowest rate-distortion cost for
INTER16x16 is also the one that results in the lowest rate-distortion cost for the
other INTER modes. So they propose to save encoding time by selecting for all
modes the prediction direction that results in the lowest rate-distortion cost for
INTER16x16.
Reference Frame Selection: Zhang et al. [63] restrict block matching to the
reference frame that gives lowest rate-distortion cost for INTER16x16. Another
fast reference frame selection method is presented in [64]. Frames are divided
into regions with homogeneous motion (homogeneous regions) and regions with
complex motion (complex regions). The classification is based on forward motion
vectors for 4x4 pixel blocks in four view-neighbouring macroblocks (i.e., corre-
sponding macroblock in the neighbouring right view together with its left, upper,
and upper-left macroblocks). The authors observe that in homogeneous regions
inter-view prediction is rarely used and thus propose to disable DE in those re-
gions.
Another adaptive disparity estimation method is proposed by Shen et al. [34].
This method enhances the method of [64] by defining a third class of regions,
namely medium homogeneous regions. Moreover, the classification is refined by
involving all nine view-neighbouring macroblocks. DE is disabled in homogeneous
regions, as well as in medium regions if the rate-distortion cost of the motion
vector predictor (initial prediction of the motion vector) is smaller than that of
the disparity vector predictor (initial prediction of the Disparity Vector (DV)).
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While the method in [63] reduces the number of reference frames for smaller
macroblock partitions to one in each prediction direction, all the reference frames
are still checked for the INTER16x16 mode. Similarly, the method in [34] reduces
the number of reference frames in each prediction direction to one in homogeneous
regions. But in complex regions, two reference frames are checked in each direc-
tion.
Block Matching: Shen et al. [34] observe that the best block (for ME and
DE) is usually found close to the current macroblock for homogeneous regions, far
away from the current macroblock for complex regions, and somewhere in between
for medium homogeneous regions. Therefore, the search range for a macroblock
is adjusted according to the region type. For homogeneous regions, the search
range is limited to a quarter of the full search range. For medium homogeneous
regions, it is limited to half the full search range. For complex regions, full search
is used. The spatio-temporal correlation of the disparity fields is studied in [65].
The authors find that the search range for disparity estimation can be reduced
if multiple candidates are considered as search centres. However, they do not
exploit the correlations between disparity vectors at different temporal levels,
which can be used to further reduce the search ranges. Similarly, they do not
study the effect of the type of macroblock on this correlation.
Deng et al. [66, 67] use Stereo Motion Consistency Constraint (SMCC) to
reduce the complexity of motion and disparity estimation for stereo video coding.
They use an iterative search strategy in which SMCC geometry is exploited to get
base motion and disparity vectors. In order to reduce the effect of macroblock
boundary mismatches on the performance of their algorithm, they extend the
search around the base motion and disparity vectors iteratively. Because base
motion and disparity vectors are not very accurate, a large search region is re-
quired around them during the successive iterations.
Combinations: Finally, some combinations of methods at different levels
of the encoding scheme have been proposed. Zhang et al. [68] combine a rate-
distortion cost threshold fast mode decision technique with the multiple reference
frame selection method in [63]. While this algorithm speeds up the mode deci-
sion and reference frame selection processes, redundancies still exist in prediction
direction selection and block-matching. Shafique, Zatt, and Henkel [69] take into
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consideration texture classification and rate-distortion cost of a macroblock to
predict the mode and prediction direction. However, the reference frame selec-
tion and block matching steps are not modified.
3.4 Proposed framework
In order to achieve maximum reduction in encoding complexity, it is important
to simplify the processes involved at all levels of the encoding process. There
is no method that simultaneously reduces the complexities present at all these
levels. This provides a motivation to reduce the complexity at all levels and thus
to present a complete low-complexity solution for MVC encoding. In order to
do this, first, state-of-the-art methods ([37], [63] and [34]) that target different
levels of the encoding are combined into a novel framework. It is noticed that
the gains add up. It is then observed that, while the combination speeds up the
overall MVC encoding process, its performance at high bitrates and for content
with high motion can still be improved. Thus, two new complexity reduction
techniques are proposed. The first one (PDV-DE) reduces the search range by
exploiting the correlation of the disparity fields of successive frames at different
temporal levels. The second one (SMCC-MDE) exploits the geometric constraint
between motion and disparity vectors of two consecutive stereo pairs to reduce
the area where a potential best rate-distortion match lies. The details of these
two techniques are presented in the next two sub-sections and a summary of the
complete framework is presented in Section 3.4.3.
Section 3.4.1 and Section 3.4.2 present the two proposed methods while Sec-
tion 3.4.3 presents the complete low complexity framework in which the two
proposed methods are combined with other state-of-the-art methods.
3.4.1 Previous Disparity Vector Disparity Estimation (PDV-
DE)
While DE consumes as much time as ME, the probability that it is used for
prediction is generally low [64, 34]. In this section, it is proposed to adjust the
search range for DE according to the temporal level of the frame and the type of
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the macroblock (simple, normal, or complex).
The search for the best match starts in the search centre. If the search centre
is close to the best match, it might be possible to reduce the size of the search
range and still find the best match. Because it is not known a priori where
the best match for the current macroblock will be found, JMVM uses median
prediction. In median prediction, the median of the vectors of the top, top-right,
and left macroblocks are used as the search centre. The same procedure is used
for both ME and DE. However, the nature of disparity is different from that of
motion. Indeed, even in the presence of motion, the source of disparity (i.e.,
the camera arrangement) is usually fixed. Thus, disparity is not as difficult to
predict as motion. Moreover, the disparity fields of successive frames are highly
correlated [65]. Thus, if the search process is started from the position identified
by the disparity vector of the corresponding macroblock in the previous frame, it




































Figure 3.2: Optimal Disparity Vector Distribution at TL3
In order to validate this assumption, the procedure for finding the search
centre is modified. The disparity vector of the corresponding macroblock in the
temporally preceding frame is used as the search centre, instead of the median
prediction. This vector is called Previous Disparity Vector (PDV). The initial
Search Range (SR) is set to 64. Then, the proportion of macroblocks that find
their best match in various search ranges: 1/8th of the initial search range (SR/8),
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Figure 3.3: Optimal Disparity Vector Distribution at TL4
1/4th of the initial search range (SR/4), and half of the initial search range (SR/2)
are determined. It is noted that the way the best match is spread across the search
range depends on the temporal level of the frame as well as on the macroblock
type. The number of temporal levels depends on the length of a Group of Pictures
(GOP). A GOP of length l has dlog2(l)e + 1 Temporal Levels (TLs). In these
experiments, the GOP length is 16, so the highest temporal level is 4 (TL4),
while the second highest is 3 (TL3). For frames at higher temporal levels, the
best match is usually found in a smaller area than for those at lower temporal
levels. For example, for frames at TL4, the best match is found in a smaller area
than for those at TL3 (Fig. 3.2). Also for simple macroblocks, the best match is
found in a smaller area than for normal and complex macroblocks. This indicates
that if the previous disparity vector is used as the search centre, the search range
can be reduced adaptively according to both temporal level and macroblock type.
Based on the observations and motivations in this subsection, a new search
strategy of disparity estimation, called PDV-DE is formulated. During disparity
estimation, the search centre is set to PDV (Fig. 3.4) and two conditions are
checked: (i) Does the frame belong to TL3 or TL4? (ii) Is the macroblock
simple, normal or complex? If the frame belongs to TL4 and the macroblock is
of type ’simple’, the search range is reduced to 1/8th of the initial search range.
At the same temporal level, the search range for macroblocks of type ’normal’ is
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reduced to 1/4th of the initial search range, and for macroblocks of type ’complex’,
it is reduced to half the initial search range. Since at lower temporal levels, the
correlation between disparity vectors decreases, a slightly different search strategy
is used to maintain similar rate-distortion performance to that of JMVM. So at
TL3, if the macroblock is of type ’simple’, the search range is reduced to a quarter
of the initial search range, while for ’normal’ macroblocks, it is reduced to half
the search range. The search range is not reduced for ’complex’ macroblocks.
The complete search strategy of PDV-DE is shown in Fig. 3.5.
3.4.2 Stereo Motion Consistency Constraint Motion and
Disparity Estimation (SMCC-MDE)
Stereo Motion Consistency Constraint (SMCC) is a geometrical constraint be-
tween the motion and disparity fields of two stereo pairs of video [70]. It is
a pixel-based method where vectors are associated with pixels and denote the
difference between the coordinates of corresponding pixels in different frames.
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Figure 3.5: PDV-DE Search Strategy
SMCC is used to speed up the pixel matching process by providing a prediction
for the optimal motion and disparity vectors.
In this section, SMCC is extended to block-based MVC. Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7
illustrate the proposed method. Four frames (F1,t, F0,t, F1,t−1, and F0,t−1) from
two neighbouring views (V0, V1) and two consecutive time instances (t− 1: pre-
vious, t: current) are considered. The goal is to predict the motion and disparity
vectors MV1,t and DV1,t for the current macroblock (MB).
MV0,t, MV0,t−1 and MV1,t−1 are defined as the motion vector of the corre-
sponding macroblock in F0,t, the motion vector of the corresponding macroblock
in F0,t−1, and the motion vector of the corresponding macroblock in F1,t−1 respec-
tively (Fig. 3.6). The correlation between the motion fields of neighbouring views
is exploited and an estimate Est(MV1,t) of the motion vector MV1,t is obtained
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Figure 3.6: SMCC Scheme 1
as
Est(MV1,t) = MV1,t−1 +MV0,t −MV0,t−1 (3.1)
In order to find an estimate of DV1,t, B1,t−1 is defined as the macroblock with
maximum overlap with the optimal match in F1,t−1 for the current macroblock.
Then DV1,t−1, the disparity vector of B1,t−1, is used to obtain a macroblock
D0,t−1 in frame F0,t−1. Next, the macroblock B0,t in frame F0,t whose motion
vector MV ′0,t is associated with the macroblock M0,t−1 in F0,t−1 with maximum
overlap with D0,t−1 is found (Fig. 3.7).
If the motion and disparity compensated macroblocks in frames F0,t, F1,t−1,
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Figure 3.7: SMCC Scheme 2
and F0,t−1 are perfectly aligned on macroblock boundaries, then, by analogy with
pixel-based stereo motion consistency, we have
MV ′0,t + Est(DV1,t) = Est(MV1,t) +DV1,t−1 (3.2)
Thus, given Est(MV1,t), DV1,t−1, and MV
′
0,t, one can use (3.2) to find an
estimate of DV1,t.
The next step is to refine the estimated motion vector (Fig. 3.8). This is done
by setting the search range to
SR = dmax(|Est(MV1,tx)| , |Est(MV1,ty)|)e (3.3)
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Figure 3.8: SMCC Scheme 3
A similar procedure is applied to refine the estimated disparity vector.
3.4.3 Complete Framework
In this section, a framework is presented that allows to reduce the encoding
complexity at all levels. The proposed framework combines the methods in [37],
[63], and [34] with the two new methods described in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. A
flowchart is shown in Fig. 3.9.
1. Input: Three views V0, V1 and V2. A macroblock MB in V1 to encode.
2. Pre-Processing: Encode V0 and V2 using JMVM. Find the macroblock in
view V2 defined by the Global Disparity Vector (GDV) [71]. GDV represents
the average disparity in MB units (± 16 integer pixel units) between the
current frame and the frame of a reference view. Obtain the mode size
decisions and forward motion vectors (at 4x4 block level) of this macroblock
and its eight spatial neighbours.
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Figure 3.9: Complete Low Complexity Multiview Video Coding
3. Fast Mode Decision:
(i) If the nine macroblocks in the view neighbourhood use the SKIP
mode, then encode MB with the SKIP mode.
(ii) If at least one of the nine macroblocks in the view neighbourhood
is encoded using the 16x16 mode, then check the SKIP and 16x16 modes.
(iii) If at least one of the nine macroblocks in the view neighbourhood
is encoded using the 16x8 or 8x16 mode, then check the SKIP, 16x16, 16x8,
and 8x16 modes.
(iv) In all other cases, check all the mode sizes.
4. Fast Prediction Direction Selection:
(i) If the mode size is 16x16, search using Forward, Backward and Bi-
directional Prediction.
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(ii) For all other mode sizes, use the prediction direction decision of
mode size 16x16.
5. Fast Reference Frame Selection:
(i) If the mode size is 16x16 and
(a) motion is homogeneous: disable DE and search the remaining
(temporal) reference frame(s).
(b) motion is medium homogeneous and the RD cost of Motion Vector
Predictor (MVP) is less than that of Disparity Vector Predictor (DVP),
disable DE and search the remaining (temporal) reference frames. MVP
and DVP are the initial (basic) motion and disparity vectors during motion
and disparity estimation.
(c) in all other cases, search all the reference frames.
(ii) For all other mode sizes, use the reference frame decision of mode
size 16x16.
6. Search Range Reduction: In the identified reference frames, use the
following criteria to determine the search range (SR).
(i) Motion homogeneity: Use the search strategy proposed in [34] to
determine the search range and call it SR1.
(ii) Temporal level of the frame and mode complexity of the MB: Use
PDV-DE (Section 3.4.1) to determine the search range and call it SR2.
(iii) Stereo motion consistency constraint: Use SMCC-MDE (Section
3.4.2) to determine the search range and call it SR3 for ME and SR4 for
DE.
(iv) If both the reference frame and the current frame belong to the same
view (Intra-View), then SR = min (SR1, SR3). Otherwise (Inter-View), SR
= min (SR1, SR2, SR4)
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3.5 Experimental Results and Discussion
This section presents and discusses the results of the experiments performed to
evaluate the performance of the proposed methods. The experimental setup is
presented in Section 3.5.1, the results of PDV-DE and SMCC-MDE are presented
in Section 3.5.2 and Section 3.5.3 respectively while the results of CLCMVC are
presented and discussed in Section 3.5.4.
3.5.1 Setup
Four test sequences recommended by the Joint Video Team (JVT) [72] were
used in the experiments . These are: Ballroom, Exit, Vassar and Race1 (See
Fig. 3.10). For PDV-DE and SMCC-MDE, two test sequences (Ballroom and
Exit) were used. Ballroom and Race1 are examples of sequences with high mo-
tion content while Vassar and Exit represent sequences with low motion content.
Ballroom and Exit are also representative of sequences with large disparities. In
the experiments, three views of the test sequences are used for simulations. The
second view was encoded using the proposed algorithm, and the first and the
third views were used as reference views. For all sequences, for a fair comparison
with other methods, the GOP size was set to 16, and the maximum search range
was ± 64. Results are presented for QP values 20, 24, 28, 32, and 36. The simu-
lations were run on a machine with Intel Core i5 dual core 2.67 GHz CPU and 4
GB RAM.
Two indicators of complexity reduction were considered: CPU time saving
and number of search points saving compared to the fast TZ search method [59]
in JMVM. The number of search points is the number of times the rate-distortion
cost is checked during motion and disparity estimation. The following formulas
are used to calculate the percentage time saving, the percentage number of search
points saving, the percentage additional bitrate and the difference in Peak Signal-
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Figure 3.10: Multiview test dataset: Ballroom (top-left), Exit (top-right), and










∆PSNR(dB) = PSNRJMVM − PSNRMETHO
Here TJMVM , NJMVM , BJMVM , and PSNRJMVM represent the encoding time,
the number of search points, the bitrate, and the PSNR obtained using the JMVM
algorithm, while TMETHOD, NMETHOD, BMETHOD, and PSNRMETHOD represent
the encoding time, the number of search points, the bitrate, and the PSNR ob-
tained using the proposed method. The number of search points is calculated
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by dividing the number of search points for the whole sequence by the num-
ber of frames in the sequence. The result is further divided by the number of
macroblocks in the frame to obtain the average number of search points per
macroblock.
Since JMVM does not use inter-view prediction for the first and third views
(except for the first frame of the third view), ∆T and ∆N are only calculated for
the second view (V1 in Fig. 3.1).
3.5.2 PDV-DE
Table 3.2 shows the results for PDV-DE. On average, PDV-DE achieves a time
saving of over 35% compared to the TZ search mode of JMVM 6.0 while main-
taining similar rate-distortion performance. The time saving does not vary much
for different Quantization Parameter (QP) values. This is because PDV-DE ex-
ploits frames at the highest and second highest temporal levels and, for the same
GOP size, the number of such frames is not affected by the QP value. Table 3.2
also shows that the Ballroom sequence has an average time saving of 34.09% with
a standard deviation (SD) of 1.35 while the Exit sequence has an average time
saving of 36.47% with a standard deviation of 0.72. The standard deviation val-
ues show that the Exit sequence achieves a more consistent time saving compared
to the Ballroom sequence. The slightly larger time saving for the Exit sequence
can be attributed to the fact that for frames at the same temporal level, PDV-DE
reduces the search range primarily for ’simple’ macroblocks, and the number of
such macroblocks increases when there is less motion content. The decrease in
bitrate for the Ballroom sequence (QP = 24, QP = 28, QP = 32, and QP = 36)
suggests that at these QP values, more large modes were used which decreased
the bitrate at the cost of a small decrease in PSNR.
3.5.3 SMCC-MDE
The results of SMCC-MDE are presented in Table 3.3. SMCC-MDE achieves a
time saving of over 41% on average, with an average time saving of 43.97% (with
a standard deviation of 3.02) and 39.60% (with a standard deviation of 2.19)
for the Ballroom and Exit sequences respectively. The standard deviation values
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Table 3.2: Performance of PDV-DE compared to JMVM 6.0.
QP ∆P ∆B ∆T (SD) ∆N
Ballroom
20 -0.01 0.12 35.29 (0.01) 38.66
24 -0.01 -0.19 35.52 (0.00) 39.15
28 -0.00 -0.48 34.63 (0.03) 38.20
32 -0.01 -0.62 32.95 (0.29) 37.69
36 -0.04 -0.12 32.08 (0.29) 36.88
Avg. 0.01 -0.26 34.09 38.12
SD 0.01 0.26 1.35 0.79
Exit
20 -0.02 0.40 35.50 (0.10) 37.55
24 -0.02 0.48 37.59 (0.20) 39.90
28 -0.01 0.41 36.95 (0.15) 39.71
32 -0.02 0.28 36.09 (0.48) 39.04
36 -0.05 0.47 36.24 (0.25) 39.44
Avg. 0.03 0.41 36.47 39.13
SD 0.01 0.07 0.72 0.84
show that the Exit sequences achieves a more consistent time saving compared to
the Ballroom sequence. The time saving increases with decreasing QP value. For
example, for both sequences, for a QP value of 20, at least about 7% additional
time saving is achieved compared to the time saving at a QP value of 36. One
reason for this is that the algorithm uses estimated motion vectors to set the
search range for ME. These estimated motion vectors depend on the difference
between motion vectors of consecutive frames (see Eq. (3.1)). With fine quan-
tization (low QP values), the difference between motion vectors of consecutive
frames is small while with coarse quantization (high QP values), this difference
is large. The rate-distortion performance of the algorithm is very similar to that
of JMVM. The slight increase in bitrate is due to the more frequent use of small
mode sizes, which increases the number of motion vectors. Overall, the number
of search points saved per macroblock follows a similar trend to that of the time
saving except for QP values of 28 and 32 for the Ballroom sequence, where the
time saving increases while the saving in the number of search points decreases.
One reason for this could be that all the search points are not of the same size.
Smaller search points take less time to test while larger ones take longer. Hence,
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Table 3.3: Performance of SMCC-MDE compared to JMVM 6.0.
QP ∆P ∆B ∆T (SD) ∆N
Ballroom
20 0.00 0.30 46.42 (0.10) 48.19
24 0.00 0.53 46.09 (0.18) 47.66
28 0.01 0.81 45.28 (0.14) 48.48
32 0.01 0.74 43.87 (0.16) 47.96
36 0.00 0.77 38.20 (0.21) 45.57
Avg. 0.00 0.63 43.97 47.57
SD 0.00 0.19 3.02 1.04
Exit
20 0.01 0.04 42.25 (0.58) 46.62
24 0.00 0.30 40.64 (0.21) 40.88
28 0.01 0.57 40.39 (0.16) 40.67
32 0.02 0.05 39.00 (0.11) 39.68
36 -0.01 0.31 35.73 (0.85) 37.73
Avg. 0.00 0.25 39.60 41.12
SD 0.01 0.20 2.19 2.97
it is possible that in the above case, more smaller test points are searched which
in turn increases the time saving but decreases the saving in the number of search
points. The increase in bitrate, for different QP values, is different. This sug-
gests that by reducing the original search range, SMCC-MDE slightly changes
the overall mode distribution. Since this change is not predictable for different
QP values, there is no clear trend of increasing or decreasing of the bitrate with
respect to the QP value.
3.5.4 CLCMVC
Detailed results for the complete solution, called Complete Low-Complexity MVC
(CLCMVC), are presented in this section. It is also shown, step by step, how the
addition of each constituent method of CLCMVC reduces the number of search
points and thus increases the overall time saving.
Table 3.4 shows the savings in time and number of search points for the
four test sequences. The results for ’Exit’ sequence show that JMVM searches on
average 13,900 search points for different QP values, before a block is selected. By
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Table 3.4: Comparison of fast MVC encoding techniques. S denotes the average
number of search points per macroblock. ∆N and ∆T denote the percentage
number of search points saving and the percentage time saving compared to
JMVM 6.0.
Exit
Method/QP 36 32 28 24 20
S ∆N ∆T (SD) S ∆N ∆T (SD) S ∆N ∆T (SD) S ∆N ∆T (SD) S ∆N ∆T (SD)
JMVM 13906 13911 13901 13893 13882
[60] 1101 92.08 76.92 (0.57) 1434 89.69 73.93 (0.40) 1751 87.40 71.48 (0.48) 2292 83.50 67.47 (0.43) 4284 69.14 53.73 (0.97)
[64] 555 96.01 87.96 (0.10) 647 95.35 85.67 (0.71) 735 94.71 85.20 (0.11) 931 93.30 83.00 (0.51) 1913 86.22 77.50 (0.36)
[34] 452 96.75 89.34 (0.11) 539 96.13 87.04 (0.77) 612 95.60 85.94 (0.36) 773 94.44 83.91 (0.89) 1458 89.5 79.5 (0.23)
[34]+[37] 314 97.74 90.31 (0.22) 466 96.65 88.41 (0.39) 547 96.07 86.44 (0.74) 731 94.74 84.45 (0.51) 1448 89.57 79.46 (0.21)
[34]+[37]+[63] 162 98.84 94.18 (0.18) 232 98.33 93.95 (0.05) 266 98.09 93.44 (0.11) 354 97.45 92.41 (0.24) 691 95.02 89.86 (0.52)
[34]+[37]+[63] + PDV-DE 113 99.19 95.38 (0.06) 165 98.81 95.11 (0.02) 205 98.53 94.6 (0.25) 273 98.03 93.69 (0.33) 514 96.30 91.46 (0.48)
CLCMVC 109 99.22 95.42 (0.11) 162 98.84 95.37 (0.03) 189 98.64 95.05 (0.05) 246 98.23 94.33 (0.08) 439 96.84 92.27 (0.10)
Ballroom
Method/QP 36 32 28 24 20
S ∆N ∆T S ∆N ∆T S ∆N ∆T S ∆N ∆T S ∆N ∆T
JMVM 13908 13900 13892 13882 13868
[60] 2141 84.61 67.16 (0.17) 2734 80.33 64.58 (0.25) 3387 75.62 61.31 (0.38) 4108 70.41 56.33 (1.17) 5202 62.49 49.77 (1.06)
[64] 1113 92.00 78.98 (0.65) 1297 90.67 77.28 (0.20) 1513 89.11 76.27 (0.23) 1807 86.98 74.83 (0.44) 2384 82.81 72.93 (0.19)
[34] 1023 92.64 80.72 (0.63) 1208 91.31 78.73 (0.90) 1378 90.08 77.99 (0.90) 1626 88.29 76.25 (0.38) 2091 84.92 74.56 (0.53)
[34]+[37] 947 93.19 82.04 (0.62) 1132 91.86 79.38 (0.39) 1322 90.48 78.05 (0.06) 1585 88.58 76.9 (0.36) 2080 85.00 74.3 (0.71)
[34]+[37]+[63] 391 97.19 91.31 (0.27) 454 96.73 91.03 (0.47) 522 96.24 90.74 (0.11) 611 95.60 90.28 (0.42) 812 94.14 88.06 (0.73)
[34]+[37]+[63] + PDV-DE 305 97.81 93.15 (0.02) 359 97.42 92.90 (0.00) 473 96.60 92.22 (0.42) 562 95.95 90.92 (0.64) 651 95.31 90.01 (0.81)
CLCMVC 287 97.94 93.61 (0.11) 341 97.55 93.45 (0.02) 400 97.12 93.11 (0.09) 448 96.77 92.63 (0.02) 546 96.06 91.62 (0.09)
Vassar
Method/QP 36 32 28 24 20
S ∆N ∆T S ∆N ∆T S ∆N ∆T S ∆N ∆T S ∆N ∆T
JMVM 13917 13916 13912 13905 13893
[60] 664 95.23 80.46 (0.20) 914 93.43 76.88 (0.64) 1164 91.63 76.36 (0.23) 1741 87.42 73.08 (0.16) 4208 69.71 58.59 (0.21)
[64] 395 97.16 90.41 (0.26) 502 96.39 89.57 (0.13) 577 95.85 88.94 (0.31) 823 94.08 87.73 (0.12) 2122 84.73 81.51 (0.25)
[34] 308 97.79 92.26 (0.21) 412 97.04 91.51 (0.11) 480 96.55 90.75 (0.14) 663 95.23 89.41 (0.21) 1699 87.77 83.79 (0.18)
[34]+[37] 143 98.97 93.55 (0.11) 227 98.37 92.62 (0.16) 231 98.34 91.64 (0.11) 621 95.53 89.94 (0.12) 1690 87.84 83.81 (0.09)
[34]+[37]+[63] 111 99.20 94.79 (0.04) 178 98.72 94.19 (0.06) 187 98.66 94.37 (0.13) 325 97.66 93.38 (0.02) 738 94.69 91.07 (0.03)
[34]+[37]+[63] + PDV-DE 59 99.58 95.70 (0.08) 123 99.12 94.78 (0.07) 118 99.15 94.91 (0.20) 234 98.32 93.96 (0.19) 501 96.39 91.44 (0.06)
CLCMVC 36 99.74 95.84 (0.04) 57 99.59 95.58 (0.09) 47 99.66 95.26 (0.07) 201 98.55 94.22 (0.10) 376 97.29 92.06 (0.11)
Race1
Method/QP 36 32 28 24 20
S ∆N ∆T S ∆N ∆T S ∆N ∆T S ∆N ∆T S ∆N ∆T
JMVM 13833 13806 13779 13772 13753
[60] 1761 87.27 71.96 (0.12) 2177 84.23 69.35 (0.40) 2701 80.40 67.20 (0.12) 3365 75.57 62.75 (0.25) 4428 67.80 56.40 (0.04)
[64] 1064 92.31 81.36 (0.19) 1234 91.06 79.59 (0.24) 1448 89.49 78.42 (0.31) 1708 87.60 76.22 (0.29) 2120 84.59 73.61 (0.13)
[34] 927 93.30 81.54 (0.05) 1113 91.94 80.17 (0.11) 1351 90.20 78.57 (0.08) 1601 88.37 76.49 (0.10) 1973 85.65 73.62 (0.18)
[34]+[37] 762 94.49 86.52 (0.20) 987 92.85 84.79 (0.10) 1175 91.47 82.62 (0.20) 1537 88.84 79.49 (0.07) 1918 86.05 75.67 (0.06)
[34]+[37]+[63] 393 97.16 91.38 (0.22) 481 96.52 90.74 (0.15) 529 96.16 90.05 (0.19) 643 95.33 88.81 (0.33) 754 94.52 87.90 (0.14)
[34]+[37]+[63] + PDV-DE 271 98.04 93.55 (0.13) 334 97.58 93.24 (0.00) 354 97.43 92.58 (0.11) 422 96.94 91.60 (0.27) 526 96.18 90.39 (0.01)
CLCMVC 265 98.08 93.67 (0.07) 314 97.73 93.41 (0.11) 326 97.63 92.92 (0.08) 397 97.12 92.07 (0.05) 476 96.54 91.17 (0.09)
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reducing the number of candidate modes as in [60], the number of search points
can be reduced to about 1,100. This translates into an average time saving
of around 68%. When the candidate modes reduction and selective disparity
estimation methods are combined as in [64], the average time saving is further
increased to about 83.8%. Combining candidate modes reduction and selective
disparity estimation methods with the search range reduction method as in [34]
takes the time saving to over 85%.
The state-of-the-art results are reported in [34]. The results in this section
first show that the proposed novel framework, which combines state-of-the-art
methods ([37], [63] and [34]) of different levels, achieves a significant reduction
in encoding complexity compared to [34]. Table 3.4 shows that this combina-
tion can achieve, on average, a time saving of over 91.5%. Compared to [34],
the complexity reduction is larger (13%) for sequences with high motion content
(Ballroom, Race1) than for sequences with low motion content (6% for the Exit
and Vassar sequences). There are two reasons for this. First, as inter-view re-
dundancies are mainly found in still and low-motion regions, and all methods in
[34] exploit inter-view redundancies, the room for improvement is small. Second,
unlike the methods in the combination [34], which depend highly on inter-view
redundancies, the method in [63] exploits the redundancies within a macroblock
and the measure of such redundancies is not affected by the type of motion. Thus
compared to [34], the novel framework proposed in this chapter achieves higher
gains for high-motion content.
The addition of PDV-DE further increases the time saving by about 1.5%,
compared to the combination [34]+[37]+[63]. More time saving is achieved for
sequences with high motion content and at high bitrates. For example, the in-
crease in time saving is, on average, over 2% for the Ballroom and Race1 se-
quences, which are representative of high motion sequences.
SMCC-MDE is the final constituent method in the CLCMVC framework. Its
addition saves, on average, another 0.6% of the total time, the maximum being
1% for the Ballroom sequence. That takes the overall time saving to over 93.6%1,
which is an improvement of over 11% in encoding time saving compared to the
1Similar results were obtained for CLCMVC in [73] in which the test platform was a machine
with Intel Celeron M 420 1.6 GHz processor with 2 GB RAM.
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state-of-the-art [34]. Compared to the method in [34], CLCMVC saves more time
at high bitrates. This is because the method in [34] relies heavily on the type of
region to reduce the search range for ME and DE, while CLCMVC just uses it as
one of the many indicators of the search range (others being the temporal levels
and SMCC). At lower bitrates, the proportion of simple regions is bigger, so [34]
is very successful. But as the bitrate increases, the proportion of simple regions
decreases and so does the efficiency of [34]. Table 3.4 shows that among the
four test sequences, the highest time saving is achieved for the Vassar sequence.
This is understandable since, compared to the other sequences, it contains simpler
texture and lesser motion. Compared to the method in [34], the proposed method
saves on average around 32 s per GOP on our test platform. At high bitrates, the
saving reaches about 40 s. The saving exceeds 43 s for video sequences with a high
level of motion. The addition of SMCC-MDE and PDV-DE to the combination of
[34], [37], and [63], results in saving an additional 4.8 s per GOP. The percentage
saving in number of search points also corresponds to the behavior given by the
time saving values.
Fig. 3.11 compares the rate-distortion performance of our method, JMVM,
and state-of-the-art methods. The results show that our method does not penalize
the rate-distortion performance.
Similar performance was observed for views V 3, V 4, and V 5. The speedup
and RD performance of CLCMVC compared to JMVM and [34] are summarized
in Table 3.5.
3.6 Conclusion
This chapter provided a framework for low-complexity MVC. The encoding pro-
cess was first split into four levels (mode decision, prediction direction selection,
reference frame selection, block matching). Then previous relevant techniques at
each level were identified. Combining these techniques, made it possible to reduce
the encoding complexity of JMVM 6.0 with the fast TZ search by about 91.5%
on average. Two new techniques were also proposed: PDV-DE and SMCC-MDE.
PDV-DE exploits the correlation between disparity vectors at high temporal levels
in the same view to reduce the search range for disparity estimation. SMCC-MDE
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Figure 3.11: Rate-distortion performance of fast MVC encoding techniques.
Table 3.5: Comparison of fast MVC encoding techniques. ∆N , ∆T , ∆P , and
∆B denote the percentage number of search points saving, the percentage time
saving, the difference in PSNR and the percentage increase in bitrate compared
to JMVM 6.0. The results are shown for view V 4 while views V 3 and V 5 were
used as reference views.
Sequence [34] CLCMVC
∆P ∆B ∆T (SD) ∆N ∆P ∆B ∆T (SD) ∆N
Ballroom -0.03 0.69 76.59 (0.67) 89.13 -0.07 3.06 91.11 (0.07) 96.31
Exit -0.02 0.98 81.44 (0.47) 90.38 -0.06 3.60 91.74 (0.08) 97.24
Vassar -0.01 0.04 86.64 (0.17) 96.04 -0.03 0.19 94.87 (0.08) 98.99
Race1 -0.05 0.97 78.27 (0.10) 90.57 -0.05 1.20 92.07 (0.08) 93.32
Average -0.02 0.67 80.73 91.53 -0.05 2.01 92.44 96.46
SD 0.01 0.38 3.83 2.66 0.01 1.38 1.44 2.05
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exploits the stereo motion consistency constraint to reduce the search range for
both motion and disparity estimation. Integrating PDV-DE and SMCC-MDE
in the proposed encoding framework reduced the encoding time and number of
search points of JMVM 6.0 by about 93.7% and 96.9%, respectively. This was
achieved at a negligible cost of 0.05 dB decrease in PSNR and 1.46% increase in
bitrate.
It is expected that the proposed method will be particularly useful in applica-
tions characterized by high motion and high bitrates as in 3D TV sports since it is
there that the improvement over the state-of-the-art [34] was the most significant
in the performance study in this chapter. In the future, it is planned to extend
the work on MVC to 3DVC [74] to jointly exploit texture and depth data in low
complexity rate-distortion optimized encoders.
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Bayesian Early Mode Decision




The multiview plus depth representation is one of the most promising methods for
providing multiview video services [75]. In a multiview plus depth representation,
the information consists of multiple texture views together with their associated
per-pixel depth maps. View synthesis uses the per-pixel depth maps and interpo-
lation techniques to synthesize virtual views between camera views. Traditionally,
it has been used to reduce the network and storage resource consumption of mul-
tiview video by providing N views (camera views plus synthesized views) at the
decoder side while only K (K < N) camera views are captured, encoded, and
transmitted. However, view synthesis can also improve the RD performance of
MVC by providing new prediction modes for blocks to be encoded [29]. In par-
ticular, a VSP-based SKIP mode has been shown [76] to significantly improve
the RD performance of MVC. Unlike the conventional SKIP mode, the View
Synthesis Prediction (VSP) SKIP mode predicts a macroblock using a synthetic
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reference frame. However, the RD optimized framework of MVC already uses a
computationally complex motion and disparity estimation process. Adding the
VSP SKIP mode in this framework further increases the computational complex-
ity of the encoding.
In this chapter, an early mode selection technique is proposed to reduce the
time complexity of a VSP SKIP-enhanced MVC coder. The proposed technique
exploits the inter-view correlation between the RD costs of the VSP SKIP mode
and uses Bayesian decision theory to restrict the number of candidate coding
modes that are tested during the encoding. In this way, motion and disparity
estimation can be skipped for a large proportion of macroblocks. Experimental
results show that the encoding time can be reduced by up to 39.76% compared to
the latest version of the MVC Joint Multiview Video Coding (JMVC) reference
software with integrated VSP SKIP mode. This is achieved at the cost of 0.03
dB decrease in PSNR and 0.32% increase in the bitrate. Compared to a baseline
technique, based on the inter-view correlations method in [37], this is a reduction
of 12% in encoding time.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 briefly
reviews the related work. Section 4.3 presents the VSP SKIP-enhanced MVC
coder considered in this paper and studies optimal coding modes for this coder.
The proposed Bayesian early mode decision technique is presented in Section
4.4. Section 4.5 evaluates the performance of the proposed method in terms of
encoding time, bitrate, and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and compares it to
a baseline approach based on inter-view mode correlation. Conclusions are given
in Section 4.6.
4.2 Related Work
No previous work has specifically addressed the problem of early mode selection
for VSP SKIP-enhanced MVC. Most of the related work has focused on improving
the quality of view synthesis [11], generating better depth maps [77], or pre- and
post-processing of synthesized images for better prediction [78]. A number of
fast algorithms [67], [68], [30], [61], [64], [34], [27] have been proposed to reduce
the time complexity of motion estimation, disparity estimation, reference frame
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selection, and mode decision processes in MVC. An early prediction technique for
the Conventional SKIP mode in MVC was proposed in [37]. The method selects
the Conventional SKIP mode for a macroblock if the corresponding macroblock
identified by the Global Disparity Vector (GDV) [71] and its eight neighbouring
macroblocks in a neighbouring view are encoded using this mode.
Bayesian decision theory was previously used for fast mode decision of H.264/AVC
in [79] and Scalable Video Coding (SVC) in [80]. The techniques presented in
these papers are not suitable for the proposed VSP-SKIP enhanced MVC coder
as they do not exploit inter-view correlation. Moreover, the proposed technique is
unique in its use of the RD cost of a mode as the observed feature in the Bayesian
decision rule.
4.3 Preliminaries
In this chapter, an extended MVC coder is considered where a VSP SKIP mode
is added to the existing eight Inter modes (Conventional SKIP, Inter16x16, In-
ter16x8, Inter8x16, Inter8x8, Inter8x4, Inter4x8, and Inter4x4) and two Intra
modes (Intra16 and Intra4) [61]. An example of the encoding structure with
three camera views, V0, V1, and V2, and two synthesized views S1 and S2 is
illustrated in Fig. 4.1.
Conventional SKIP is a special mode in which the macroblock is normally
reconstructed by motion-compensated prediction using a motion vector that is
derived as the median value of the motion vectors of the left, top and top-right
macroblocks [81]. The VSP SKIP mode differs from the conventional SKIP mode
in that the macroblock is reconstructed using the macroblock at the same position
in a synthesized version of the current frame [29].
In order to synthesize the views required for VSP SKIP, the method proposed
in [82] is used in this chapter, which is based on the image coordinate system,
the camera coordinate system, and the world coordinate system. A pixel in the
image coordinate system of the camera view is projected onto a pixel in the image
coordinate system of the virtual view in two steps. First, using the intrinsic and
extrinsic parameters of the reference camera and the depth information, the 3D
point that corresponds to the pixel in the camera view is projected onto the world
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Figure 4.1: Prediction structure using view synthesis. V0, V1, and V2 are camera
views while S1 and S2 are synthesized views. Dotted lines represent the reference
view(s) for view synthesis and solid lines refer to the prediction direction. The
synthesized frames are used as reference frames for VSP prediction.
coordinate system. Then, from the world coordinate system it is projected onto
the image coordinate system of the virtual view (using the camera parameters of
the virtual view). When switching viewpoints, some background regions which
are hidden behind foreground objects in the reference view, might appear in the
virtual view and vice versa. This induces the hole problem. When a synthesized
frame is created using only one reference frame, holes cannot be efficiently filled.
This problem is solved by using two reference frames where the second reference
frame is used to fill the holes.
Table 4.1 shows the proportion of modes (at the macroblock level) selected
for view V1 in the settings of Fig. 4.1 and for a VSP SKIP-enhanced JMVC
6.0 reference software [36]. The experiments were performed using four test se-
quences (Breakdancers and Ballet [51] of resolution 1024x768 and Poznan Street
and Poznan Hall2 [83] of resolution 1920x1088 (See. Fig. 4.2)) and five quan-
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tization parameter (QP) values (20, 24, 28, 32, 36). The number of frames in
each sequence is 100, the Group of Pictures (GOP) size is 16, and the search
range is [±16,±16]. In the table, Inter8x8 includes macroblocks encoded using
sub modes Inter8x4, Inter4x8, and Inter4x4. It is observed that VSP SKIP, con-
ventional SKIP and Inter16x16 are the dominant modes since their percentage
proportions are very high compared to those of Inter16x8, Inter8x16, Inter8x8
and Intra modes. The dominance is more prominent in the presence of large
homogeneous regions (as in the Ballet sequence). It is also evident from the table
that Inter16x8, Inter8x16, Inter8x8 and the intra modes are rarely used. The
standard deviation (SD) values in the table show that the proportion of each
mode varies significantly from its mean value over the range of QP settings.
4.4 Bayesian Early Mode Decision Technique
This section first presents an overview of the Bayesian decision theory in Section
4.4.1. The proposed Bayesian decision rule based early mode termination method
is then presented in Section 4.4.2.
4.4.1 Bayesian Decision Theory
Bayesian decision theory is a fundamental statistical approach that quantifies the
trade-off between various decisions using probabilities and costs that accompany
such decisions [84]. It assumes that the decision problem is posed in probabilistic
terms and that the relevant probabilities are known. It has been commonly used
for pattern classification problems in computer science. More recently, it has been
widely used for identifying spam emails i.e., spam classification [85].
Consider that w denotes the state of nature, while w = w1 and w = w2 are its
two possible states with prior probabilities P (w1) and P (w2) respectively. Let x
be an observable variable and p(x|w1) and p(x|w2) be the respective probabilities
of w1 and w2 given x. Then, Bayes decision rule can be used to decide between
w1 and w2 according to the following:
Decide w1 if p(x|w1)P (w1) > p(x|w2)P (w2), otherwise decide w2.
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Table 4.1: Proportion (%) of coding modes for macroblocks.
Breakdancers sequence
Mode\QP (Texture) 36 32 28 24 20 Avg. (SD)
VSP SKIP 40.36 34.50 28.82 24.69 20.16 29.70 (7.12)
Conventional SKIP 45.48 46.82 46.09 41.98 32.83 42.64 (5.18)
Inter16x16 11.60 14.37 17.73 20.62 23.64 17.59 (4.29)
Inter16x8 0.96 1.63 2.49 4.23 6.44 3.15 (1.98)
Inter8x16 0.97 1.46 2.75 4.33 6.19 3.14 (1.92)
Inter8x8 0.59 1.14 1.96 3.58 7.7 2.99 (2.56)
Intra modes 0.04 0.08 0.16 0.58 3.25 0.82 (1.23)
Ballet sequence
Mode\QP (Texture) 36 32 28 24 20 Avg. (SD)
VSP SKIP 29.91 26.54 23.46 20.76 18.28 23.79 (4.12)
Conventional SKIP 64.30 65.66 66.41 65.97 61.86 64.84 (1.65)
Inter16x16 4.80 6.16 7.61 9.38 13.68 8.33 (3.08)
Inter16x8 0.45 0.72 1.10 1.51 2.17 1.19 (0.61)
Inter8x16 0.36 0.60 0.91 1.48 2.25 1.12 (0.68)
Inter8x8 0.19 0.29 0.47 0.83 1.56 0.66 (0.50)
Intra modes 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.08 0.20 0.06 (0.07)
Poznan Street sequence
Mode\QP (Texture) 36 32 28 24 20 Avg. (SD)
VSP SKIP 18.29 14.30 12.23 10.24 6.52 12.32 (3.94)
Conventional SKIP 76.99 79.02 78.26 73.92 62.44 74.13 (6.10)
Inter16x16 3.94 5.25 7.08 11.81 21.50 9.91 (6.38)
Inter16x8 0.47 0.79 1.20 1.96 4.34 1.76 (1.39)
Inter8x16 0.25 0.53 0.92 1.45 3.57 1.34 (1.18)
Inter8x8 0.02 0.07 0.24 0.51 1.27 0.42 (0.46)
Intra modes 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.10 0.35 0.12 (0.11)
Poznan Hall2 sequence
Mode\QP (Texture) 36 32 28 24 20 Avg. (SD)
VSP SKIP 14.64 11.25 10.00 9.36 9.03 10.86 (2.04)
Conventional SKIP 77.03 78.70 78.16 73.48 58.99 73.27 (7.37)
Inter16x16 7.24 8.93 10.24 14.16 22.53 12.62 (5.46)
Inter16x8 0.42 0.46 0.65 1.13 3.24 1.18 (1.06)
Inter8x16 0.52 0.53 0.76 1.37 3.38 1.31 (1.08)
Inter8x8 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.12 0.39 0.11 (0.15)
Intra modes 0.14 0.12 0.16 0.38 2.45 0.65 (0.90)
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Figure 4.2: Multiview plus depth test dataset: Poznan Street (top-left) and Poz-
nan Hall2 (bottom-left) from Poznan University, and Breakdancers (top-right)
and Ballet (bottom-right) from Microsoft Research
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4.4.2 Proposed Method
In the standard encoding scheme, the encoder considers all coding modes and
selects one with minimum RD cost. The reference views (V0 and V2 in Fig. 4.1)
are encoded first, followed by the bidirectionally predicted view (V1 in Fig. 4.1).
However, as observed in Section 4.3, VSP SKIP or Conventional SKIP may be
selected much more often than the other modes. In this section, it is proposed
to exploit the correlation between RD costs across views and Bayesian decision
theory to avoid testing unlikely coding modes during the encoding of V1.
Let m1,m2, . . . ,m8 denote VSP SKIP, Conventional SKIP, Inter16x16, In-
ter16x8, Inter8x16, Inter8x8, Intra16, and Intra4 modes, respectively, where, as
before, Inter8x8 includes sub modes Inter8x4, Inter4x8, and Inter4x4. For a given
macroblock in the predicted view (V1), let P (mi|x) denote the a posteriori prob-
ability of selecting mode mi given an observation x of the VSP SKIP RD cost
of this macroblock in V1. From Bayes theorem, we have P (mi|x) = P (mi)p(x|mi)p(x)
where P (mi) is the a priori probability of mode mi, p(x|mi) is the conditional
Probability Density Function (PDF), and p(x) is the mixture density function.
Since p(x) > 0, Bayes decision rule implies that mode mi should be selected if
P (mi)p(x|mi) > P (mj)p(x|mj). While the values of P (mi) and p(x|mi) are un-
known in V1, we can estimate them from their respective values in V2. Fig. 4.3
shows that this approach is reasonable since the probability density functions
p(x|mi) in V1 and V2 are similar. Here a lognormal distribution was used to
model the probability density function of random variable x. Figure 4.4 shows
the normalized histograms of VSP SKIP RD cost for different modes and lognor-
mal distribution fit for the Breakdancers sequence. Lognormal distribution was
also found to be an appropriate model for the other sequences (Ballroom, with
inter-camera distance of 5cm; Poznan Street and Poznan Hall2 sequences, with
inter-camera distances of 13.5cm each). Several models were considered and the
lognormal one was selected based on the Bayesian information criterion [86].
Bayes decision rule does not lead to perfect mode selection as its optimality
holds in a probabilistic sense only. In order to account for the Bayes error and the
fact that P (mi) and p(x|mi) are estimates from a different view, the proposed
method selects not only the optimal mode m∗i in Bayesian sense but also any
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of conditional probability density functions (PDFs) in
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Figure 4.4: Normalized histograms of VSP SKIP RD cost for different modes and
lognormal distribution fit for the Breakdancers sequence (QP = 36).
other mode mi such that
P (m∗i )p(x|m∗i )− P (mi)p(x|mi)∑8
j=1 P (mj)p(x|mj)
≤ e (4.1)
where e ∈ [0, 1] is a tolerance threshold. Its value can be set to control the number
of candidate modes that are tested. More candidate modes are tested at higher
values of e. Testing more modes improves the compression efficiency but slows
down the encoding process. Hence, e can be set to provide a trade-off between
compression efficiency and encoding speed.
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The proposed algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.





Output: Modes to be checked for all macroblocks in V1.
1: Calculate the a priori probabilities P (mi), i = 1, . . . , 8 in V2.
2: Estimate the conditional probability density functions p(x|mi), i = 1, . . . , 8
in V2.
3: while not all macroblocks are encoded do
4: Determine the RD cost x of VSP SKIP for the current macroblock in V1.
5: Determine i∗ = arg maxi P (mi)p(x|mi), i = 1, . . . , 8 from V2.
6: for i = 1 to 8 do
7: if
P (m∗i )p(x|m∗i )−P (mi)p(x|mi)∑8
j=1 P (mj)p(x|mj)
≤ e then




4.5 Experimental Results and Discussion
The proposed fast mode decision technique was implemented in the VSP SKIP-
enhanced MVC coder described in Section 4.3. As a baseline approach, the
experiments used a method that extends the interview correlation technique pro-
posed in [37] by selecting a SKIP mode (Conventional SKIP or VSP SKIP) for
a macroblock if the macroblock at the same position and its eight neighbouring
macroblocks in V2 are encoded using the same SKIP mode. The simulations were
run on a machine with Intel Core i5 dual core 2.67 GHz CPU and 4 GB RAM.1
Table 4.2 compares the performance of the proposed technique and the base-
line approach to that of the standard coder. Parameters ∆PSNR, ∆R, and ∆T
denote the increase in PSNR, increase in bitrate, and saving in encoding time,
respectively, compared to the standard coder.
1The simulations were also tested on another machine with Intel Core i5 1.60 GHz CPU
and 4 GB RAM and the results were consistent.
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Table 4.2: Comparison of the baseline approach and the proposed method with
respect to the standard coder.
Breakdancer sequence
Baseline Proposed (e = 0) Proposed (e = 0.995)
QP ∆PSNR ∆R(%) ∆T(%) (SD) ∆PSNR ∆R(%) ∆T(%)(SD) ∆PSNR ∆R(%) ∆T(%)(SD)
20 -0.02 0.02 5.86 (0.02) -0.77 12.10 44.81 (0.01) -0.06 0.89 26.74 (0.01)
24 -0.01 0.21 8.59 (0.07) -0.63 14.22 46.89 (0.02) -0.06 0.91 28.84 (0.04)
28 -0.02 0.68 12.23 (0.12) -0.41 14.56 46.41 (0.08) -0.07 0.29 29.64 (0.08)
32 -0.03 1.36 13.39 (0.23) -0.21 11.07 50.51 (0.13) -0.07 0.14 34.01 (0.16)
36 -0.07 1.48 15.36 (0.59) -0.15 4.94 55.05 (0.35) -0.05 0.06 36.20 (0.43)
Average -0.03 0.75 11.07 -0.43 11.38 48.73 -0.06 0.46 31.09
SD 0.02 0.59 3.42 0.24 3.47 3.67 0.01 0.37 3.48
Ballet sequence
Baseline Proposed (e = 0) Proposed (e = 0.995)
20 -0.01 0.01 10.83 (0.04) -0.38 12.86 48.24 (0.14) -0.04 0.43 22.32 (0.06)
24 -0.03 0.28 23.76 (0.01) -0.32 13.70 49.65 (0.04) -0.05 0.81 25.15 (0.03)
28 -0.07 1.16 24.46 (0.01) -0.22 12.16 50.31 (0.02) -0.07 0.77 27.27 (0.09)
32 -0.08 0.70 29.15 (0.17) -0.15 9.37 50.44 (0.76) -0.07 0.66 33.11 (0.19)
36 -0.07 0.43 30.42 (0.01) -0.10 4.87 47.08 (0.04) -0.03 0.26 35.82 (0.07)
Average -0.05 0.51 23.72 -0.23 10.59 49.14 -0.05 0.59 28.73
SD 0.03 0.39 6.94 0.10 3.21 1.29 0.01 0.02 5.01
Poznan Street sequence
Baseline Proposed (e = 0) Proposed (e = 0.995)
20 -0.01 0.01 3.83 (0.11) -0.07 1.83 46.79 (0.13) -0.01 0.06 18.95 (0.17)
24 -0.02 0.08 5.98 (0.15) -0.08 3.68 53.98 (0.14) 0.00 0.11 25.54 (0.23)
28 -0.02 0.40 23.54 (0.23) -0.12 6.59 49.91 (0.20) -0.01 0.06 27.35 (0.29)
32 -0.02 1.14 24.23 (0.42) -0.14 9.72 46.85 (0.43) -0.01 0.08 39.76 (0.62)
36 -0.03 1.28 30.98 (0.06) -0.21 10.48 31.70 (0.44) -0.01 0.04 33.55 (0.48)
Average -0.02 0.58 17.71 -0.12 6.46 45.85 -0.01 0.07 27.03
SD 0.01 0.53 10.80 0.05 3.35 7.55 0.01 0.02 5.01
Poznan Hall2 sequence
Baseline Proposed (e = 0) Proposed (e = 0.995)
20 -0.02 -0.09 2.64 (0.12) -0.21 1.56 50.90 (0.07) -0.05 0.91 21.24 (0.11)
24 -0.05 1.01 15.97 (0.03) -0.15 6.90 47.65 (0.02) -0.01 0.25 26.72 (0.03)
28 -0.10 3.03 26.71 (0.02) -0.21 11.64 54.29 (0.01) 0.00 -0.44 31.92 (0.01)
32 -0.18 2.61 27.42 (0.40) -0.41 17.81 47.36 (0.40) -0.01 0.33 36.22 (0.49)
36 -0.22 2.78 29.48 (0.03) -0.63 9.76 44.86 (0.03) -0.02 -0.14 39.63 (0.03)
Average -0.11 1.87 20.44 -0.28 9.49 48.18 -0.02 0.18 31.15
SD 0.00 1.21 10.07 0.18 5.36 3.26 0.02 0.46 6.57
Overall Average -0.04 0.93 18.23 -0.33 10.98 47.97 -0.03 0.32 29.50
Overall SD 0.03 0.55 4.65 0.11 1.87 1.27 0.02 0.21 1.73
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Figure 4.5: Product of conditional PDFs and a priori probabilities of different
modes for the Breakdancers sequence (QP = 36).
For the proposed technique, all encoding steps are taken into consideration in
the calculation of the encoding time. This includes the estimation of P (mi) and
the fitting of the lognormal distribution model to the samples in V2 (Steps 1 and
2 in the main part of Algorithm 1).
The table shows results that correspond to the Bayes decision rule (e = 0
in Algorithm 1) and to e = 0.995. For e = 0, the proposed approach reduced
the encoding time by 47.97% on average. However, the loss in rate-distortion
performance was significant. For e = 0.995, the average saving in encoding
time was smaller but still significant (29.50%) while the loss in rate-distortion
performance was negligible. The overall standard deviation (SD) of 1.73 shows
that the algorithm performs consistently well for all the test sequences. It is
to be noted that, after testing many different values of e experimentally, the
value e = 0.995 was found to provide a good trade off between compression
efficiency and encoding time. Further measurements showed that for this value
of e, our algorithm found the optimal mode for 95.03% of the macroblocks on
average (see Table 4.3) for the four test sequences. Table 4.3 shows that the
termination accuracy for different sequences become more consistent as the QP
value increases. It also shows that among the tested sequences, the termination
accuracy of Poznan Street is the most consistent with a standard deviation of
1.67.
The results show that the reduction in encoding time, generally, increases
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Table 4.3: Percentage of macroblocks for which the proposed algorithm finds the
optimal mode. The results are shown for e = 0.995.
QP\Sequence Poznan Hall2 Poznan Street Breakdancer Ballet Avg. (SD)
20 78.91 94.86 93.25 86.67 88.43 (5.63)
24 92.99 97.68 95.08 90.56 94.08 (2.35)
28 97.67 98.20 95.95 93.41 96.31 (1.67)
32 98.29 99.31 97.48 95.79 97.72 (1.15)
36 99.08 99.50 98.95 96.95 98.62 (0.88)
Average 93.39 97.91 96.14 92.68 95.03
SD 7.54 1.67 1.96 3.72 3.64
as QP increases. This is because when QP increases, the quantization becomes
coarser, fewer details are preserved, and more large modes are selected. This
benefits the proposed method, which mostly predicts large modes such as VSP
SKIP, Conventional SKIP, and Inter16x16 (Fig. 4.5).
The baseline approach reduced the encoding time by only 18.23% on average.
Since the synthesized view S2 is constructed using only one reference frame, its
quality is lower than that of S1, which is constructed from two reference frames
(Fig. 4.1). Consequently, the contribution of VSP SKIP in V2 is smaller than in
V1, and the VSP SKIP mode decisions in V1 cannot be efficiently predicted using
the VSP SKIP mode decisions in V2.
4.6 Conclusion
An early mode decision technique for View Synthesis Prediction-enhanced Mul-
tiview Video Coding was proposed in this chapter. The proposed method uses
Bayesian decision theory to speed up the encoding by reducing the number of can-
didate coding modes. It reduced the encoding time of the VSP SKIP-enhanced
JMVC 6.0 by up to 39.76% while preserving the RD performance. This is a re-
duction of around 12% compared to a baseline technique based on the inter-view
correlations method in [37]. It is expected that more time savings can be achieved
if the proposed method is combined with techniques ([87], [34]) that can efficiently
predict non-VSP coding modes. The experimental results obtained in this chap-
ter also show that the methods based on inter-view mode correlation might not
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be suitable for predicting the VSP SKIP mode because of the difference in the





Technique for Multiview plus
Depth Video Broadcasting
5.1 Introduction
In video broadcasting, video data is compressed and transmitted to the home
over satellite, cable, or terrestrial delivery channels. Because modern video com-
pression schemes use entropy coding and inter-frame coding, a single transmission
error can lead to error propagation that may affect several frames. In order to pro-
tect the transmitted data against transmission errors, video broadcasting systems
generally use forward error correction (FEC). However, FEC cannot guarantee
perfect recovery of the transmitted data. For this reason, FEC is often used in
conjunction with error concealment at decoder, which aims at masking the effect
of residual transmission errors.
In this chapter, error concealment is studied in the context of MVD [9] video.
It is assumed that the multiview texture and depth videos are compressed in-
dependently of each other using MVC [24] (Fig. 5.1) standard (commonly used
([88, 89, 49]) for the compression of MVD videos).The texture data and depth
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maps are encapsulated into separate packets and are broadcasted over a channel
with transmission errors. Due to the high compression efficiency of MVC, it is
possible to compress and encapsulate a complete frame of a low resolution se-
quence into a single packet. Thus, the loss of a single packet can result in the
loss of a whole frame. In case frames are encapsulated into multiple packets,
whole frame loss is still highly probable for two reasons: (i) multiple packet burst
losses are very common in video broadcast [90, 91] and are likely to corrupt all
the packets of one frame, (ii) many decoders discard the full video frame even if
a single packet containing parts of the video frame data is lost [92]. Hence, it is
considered that transmission errors lead to the loss of complete frames, such that
efficient error concealment techniques are required to reduce their effect on the
decoded video quality.
Figure 5.1: A typical MVC prediction structure
For multiview video, it is not only important for the concealment technique
to reconstruct the individual frames with high fidelity but also to preserve the
consistency between frames i.e., the corresponding pixels in the neighbouring
frames (of the same view as well as the neighbouring views) should have consis-
tent color information. The consistency requirement is ignored in existing error
concealment methods [93]-[94]. In many 3D applications, however, frames are
not viewed independently. Consequently, inconsistent frames can lead to an in-
consistent reconstruction of 3D scenes which may negatively affect the viewing
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experience.
This chapter addresses this fundamental problem by proposing a scene-consistent
error concealment method for MVD videos. A novel metric for consistent recon-
struction is introduced. The proposed method exploits inter-view and temporal
correlations, as well as the geometry of MVD frames to build a set of candidate
blocks for error concealment. The proposed new consistency-based cost function
is then used to select the best candidate blocks for concealment. Experimental
results show that, compared to the baseline BMA and two standard methods,
the proposed method can reconstruct the lost frames with high fidelity while
maintaining at the same time a high level of consistency between frames of the
same view (temporal consistency) and those of the neighbouring views (inter-
view consistency). Normally, a user is expected to be watching the video from
a particular viewpoint for some time before switching to another view. In other
words, compared to watching a frame from the same view, the probability of
view switching is low. Nevertheless, it is still important to consider inter-view
consistency, since it is not only affected if a frame in a view is lost while switch-
ing to it but also by the loss of a past frame in that view. Hence, both temporal
and inter-view consistencies are considered in this chapter. The proposed method
could be useful in reducing flickering artefacts in 3D videos which are often caused
by inconsistencies in video frames.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, existing
error concealment techniques for 2D and 3D video are reviewed. In Section 5.3,
the proposed new metric and the proposed scene-consistent error concealment
method are introduced. Simulation results are presented in Section 5.4. Finally,
conclusions are given in Section 5.5.
5.2 Related Work
An overview of existing error concealment methods for 3D video is presented
in this section. Methods proposed for 2D video are also briefly overviewed as
many error concealment methods for 3D video are extensions of the 2D ones.
Recently, many error concealment methods have been proposed for 2D and 3D
video applications. For example, Yan and Gharavi [95], Ji, Zhao, and Gao [96]
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and Guo et al. [97] proposed error concealment methods for H.264/AVC [20]
and H.264/SVC [22] based 2-D video and [93, 38, 98, 99, 39, 94] target error
concealment for 3D video transmission.
For 2D video, a Motion Vector Extrapolation (MVE) [100] based hybrid mo-
tion vector extrapolation method is proposed in [95]. This method considers
extrapolated motion vectors (MVs) at both the pixel and the block levels and
discards inaccurate MVs on the basis of their euclidean distances from other
MVs in the selected set of candidate MVs. Ji, Zhao, and Gao [96] and Guo et
al. [97] propose error concealment methods for scalable video coding (SVC). The
method proposed in [96] is based on the temporal direct mode which is usually
used in regions with slow or no motion. That is why for content with fast motion
or complex texture, it might not be as efficient. The authors in [97], propose
the Intra-layer and Inter-layer concealment methods. The Intra-layer methods
use the information of the same spatial or quality layer to conceal a lost frame
while the Inter-layer methods use the information of the base layer to conceal a
lost frame from one of the enhancement layers. While it might be possible to
extend these methods to recover lost MVD frames, they do not address the issue
of inconsistencies in the recovered frames.
For 3D video, Song et al. [93] proposes three error concealment methods, tem-
poral bilateral error concealment, inter-view bilateral error concealment, and mul-
tihypothesis bilateral error concealment for MVC. The first uses spatio-temporal
correlations in each view, the second uses inter-view correlation, while the third
recovers the motion and disparity vectors of the lost block using the block match-
ing principle [101]. For block losses in video plus depth (V+D) format, Liu, Wang
and Zhang [38] jointly consider the depth and neighbouring spatial and temporal
information to recover the lost MVs for the corrupted blocks. The application of
these methods is limited to the scenario of block losses since they depend on the
availability of correctly decoded neighbouring MBs from the same frame as that
of the lost MBs.
Among the methods proposed for whole-frame loss concealment in 3D video,
inter-view motion vector correlation of MVC is exploited in [98]. This method first
estimates the overall disparity between corresponding frames from neighbouring
views. In case a frame in one view is lost, its corresponding MBs are identified in
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a neighbouring view using the overall average disparity. The MVs of the corre-
sponding MBs are then used to reconstruct the lost frame. This method assumes
that global disparity is a good approximation of local disparities. This might not
always be the case and hence its efficiency decreases as the difference between
global and local disparities increase. For frame losses in stereo plus depth format,
Chung, Sull and Kim [99] use 3D image warping technique to determine matching
pixels between neighbouring views and perform the reconstruction based on the
similarities of the motion vectors and the intensity differences of matching pixels.
Hewage et al. [39] proposes to share motion vectors between the texture and
depth videos in case a frame from either of them is lost. This method might not
be very efficient when a frame contains objects with different textures placed at
the same depth. Similarly, for frame losses in V+D format, Yan and Zhou [94]
propose to use depth differences as a measure of the reliability of the MVs in a
set of candidate MVs.
Generally, all the above methods involve the following two steps: 1. Extract
several candidates for error concealment. 2. Use an evaluation criteria to discard
less likely candidates and select the final candidate. The first step is non-trivial
in both block and frame loss methods. The second step is even more compli-
cated. Block based methods usually use some extension of Boundary Matching
Algorithm (BMA) [40] which finds the difference between the outer boundary
pixels of the available neighbouring blocks and the inner boundary pixels of the
concealed block, while frame loss methods are usually based on simple intuitions
such as the maximum overlap method [95] in case of MVE. In such methods, the
MVs extrapolated from the pixels in the previous frame may not be accurate,
i.e., some MVs are likely to be wrongly extrapolated, especially in large motion
scenes. Another problem with these methods is that they only aim to recover
the contents of the lost frame without taking into consideration the effect on the
consistency between the frames. In this way, the consistency between the frames
that represent the 3D scene might be disturbed. Scene consistency in 3D video
has been studied in the context of seam carving [102], image segmentation [103],
feature points detection [104] and view synthesis [105, 106]. It has not been ap-
plied to the error concealment problem. For whole frame losses in 3D video, it is
desirable to have a cost function for selecting candidate data that can efficiently
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conceal the lost frames by recovering the contents of the lost frames with high
consistency between their inter-view and temporal neighbours and hence provide
a consistent viewing experience to the users.
5.3 Scene consistent error concealment
A new scene consistent error concealment technique is proposed. It uses the inter-
view, temporal and geometric information of the neighbouring texture as well as
depth frames to recover the lost frames with high consistency in MVD sequences.
Section 5.3.1 gives an overview of the MVD video format and the view synthe-
sis process. The proposed scene consistency model is presented in Section 5.3.2
while Section 5.3.3 describes the methods used to create the four candidate MBs
for reconstruction which are used by the proposed consistency model in Section
5.3.2.
5.3.1 Preliminaries
A typical MVD setup is illustrated in Fig. 5.2. Frame Fv,t has two temporal
neighbours Fv,t− and Fv,t+ , two view neighbours Fv−,t and Fv+,t and a depth
frame Dv,t.
Let (i, j) denote the position of a pixel in frame Fv,t. Its corresponding posi-
tions (i1, j1) and (i2, j2) in frames Fv−,t and Fv+,t can be found using 3D warping
(e.g., as in [82]). This technique uses the depth value Dv,t(i, j) corresponding
to (i, j), the intrinsic matrices A(v), A(v+) and A(v−) and the translation vec-
tors T (v), T (v+) and T (v−) of views v, v+ and v− respectively and the rotation
matrix R(v) of view v. The intrinsic matrix A(u) for view u represents the trans-
formation from the camera coordinate system of view u to its image coordinate
system while a translation vector T (u) and a rotation matrix R(u) describe the
displacement of the camera from the origin and the direction of the camera, re-
spectively [107]. Using these quantities, pixel (i, j) in Fv,t is first projected into
world coordinates [u, v, w] via
[u, v, w] = R(v).A−1(v).[i, j, 1].Dv,t(i, j) + T (v) (5.1)
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Figure 5.2: Proposed scene consistency model. The pixel values I, I1, I2, I3,
and I4 represent Fv,t(i, j), Fv−,t(i1, j1), Fv+,t(i2, j2), Fv,t−(i3, j3), and Fv,t+(i4, j4)
respectively.
Next, the world coordinates are mapped onto the target coordinates [i′, j′, k′]
of the frame in a target view, v′, via
[i′, j′, k′] = A(v′).R−1(v).[u, v, w]− T (v′) (5.2)
Finally, to obtain the pixel location (i′, j′) (where (i′, j′) represents (i1, j1)
and (i2, j2) when v
′ = v− and v′ = v+, respectively), the target coordinates are
converted to homogeneous form, i.e., (i′, j′) = (i′/k′, j′/k′). Collectively we refer
to the intrinsic, translation and rotation matrices as camera parameters. The
warping method introduced in this section is commonly used for view synthesis.
In this work, they are used to find the pixel positions (i1, j1) and (i2, j2) in Section
5.3.2.
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5.3.2 Scene consistency model
The proposed scene consistency model is presented in this section. It consists of
two parts: (i) inter-view consistency and (ii) temporal consistency. For mathe-
matical simplicity, we define the respective inconsistencies and minimize them.
Let Fv,t(i, j) denote the intensity of the pixel (i, j) in frame Fv,t. Then, the
Inter-view Inconsistency (IVI) at position (i, j) of Fv,t is defined as
IV I(i, j) = |Fv,t(i, j)− Fv−,t(i1, j1)|+ |Fv,t(i, j)− Fv+,t(i2, j2)|. (5.3)
where positions (i1, j1) and (i2, j2) are obtained using the 3D warping method
explained in the previous section. In order to obtain high inter-view consistency,
the intensity values Fv,t(i, j), Fv−,t(i1, j1) and Fv+,t(i2, j2) should be similar.
Similarly, the Temporal Inconsistency (TI) at position (i, j) in Fv,t is defined
as
TI(i, j) = |Fv,t(i, j)− Fv,t−(i3, j3)|+ |Fv,t(i, j)− Fv,t+(i4, j4)|. (5.4)
where the positions (i3, j3) and (i4, j4) in frames Fv,t− and Fv,t+ respectively are
obtained by using the motion vector MV associated with Fv,t(i, j) (Fig. 5.2),
i.e., (i3, j3) = (i+MV x, j +MV y) and (i4, j4) = (i−MV x, j −MV y). Objects
usually move between frames with quite regular motion. So if a motion vector
can be used to trace an object in a past frame, the same motion vector can be
used to trace the object in a future frame as well ([98]). In order to obtain high
temporal consistency, the intensity values Fv,t(i, j), Fv,t−(i3, j3) and Fv,t+(i4, j4)
should be similar.
Finally, IVI and TI are combined to form the Inconsistency Cost Function
(ICF).
ICF (i, j) = α.IV I(i, j) + (1− α).T I(i, j) (5.5)
where α ∈ [ 0, 1] is a weight factor. This metric is used to select the best mac-
roblock to use in the concealment method in order to maximize consistency.
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5.3.3 Candidate MBs for reconstruction
The proposed concealment method, a set C of four candidate macroblocks is
defined as follows. The first candidate, MBr1 , is built by using the motion vectors
(MVs) of the collocated MB in the corresponding depth frame Dv,t as in [39]. This










Figure 5.3: Depth Motion Vector Sharing (DMS) used to create candidate MBr1
The next two candidates MBr2 and MBr3 are obtained as in [98] by using
the MVs of the MBs in the frames Fv−,t and Fv+,t identified by using the global
disparity between the current view and the respective left and right views. In
this paper, we represent the global disparity between two views by the associated
Global Disparity Vector (GDV) [71]. This method is named as Inter-view Motion
Vector Sharing (IMVS) (See Fig.5.4).
The last candidate, MBr4 , is constructed with view-synthesis [82]. First syn-
thesized version of the lost MB is created using the left reference frame Fv−,t
and its corresponding depth frame Dv−,t. Then its second synthesized version is
created using the right reference frame Fv+,t and its corresponding depth frame
Dv+,t. Finally, the two synthesized versions are merged such that the holes in
one version are filled using the texture from the other. This fills up most of the
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Figure 5.4: Inter-view Motion Vector Sharing (IMVS) used to create two candi-
date MBs, (a) MBr2 and (b) MBr3.
large holes. In order to fill the remaining small holes, the morphological close
operation is used. This method is named as View Synthesis Concealment (VSC)
(See Fig. 5.5).
In order to reconstruct an MB in a lost frame, the receiver first defines a set
C of MBs from available frames (see next Section 5.3.3 for an example). Then
each 4× 4 block in a MB of the lost frame is reconstructed as the 4× 4 block in
the same location in C that minimizes
∑
i,j ICF (i, j).
A flowchart of the complete algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.5: View Synthesis Concealment (VSC) used to create candidate MBr4
5.4 Simulation Results
In this section, simulation results are presented to compare the performance of the
proposed method to that of a baseline technique. The baseline method uses the
same three methods DMS, IVMS and VSC but selectively combines them using
a slightly modified version of the BMA technique [40]. BMA is commonly used
for recovering a lost block for which spatially neighbouring left, right, top and
bottom MBs are available. In the frame loss scenario considered in this chapter,
these MBs are not available so the first row and the first column of MBs of the
lost frame are recreated using DMS. Each of the remaining MBs is recreated in
BMA by finding the difference between the outer boundary pixels of its left and
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Figure 5.6: Flowchart of the proposed scene-consistent error concealment algo-
rithm which uses the new consistency metric (ICF ) to choose between candidate
blocks to reconstruct each block of the lost frame. In each frame, the macroblocks
and the 4x4 blocks are scanned in raster order.
top MBs and the inner boundary pixels of each of the candidate reconstructed
MBs. The candidate reconstructed MB for which such a difference is the smallest
is chosen for concealment of the current MB.
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JMVC 8.5 reference software [41] was used to encode three texture views and
their associated depth maps of four standard 3D video sequences (1024 x 768
Ballet, 1024 x 768 Breakdancers [51] and 1920 x 1088 Poznan Street and 1920 x
1088 Poznan Hall2 [83]). The value of α was set to 0.5 to give equal weights to
temporal and inter-view inconsistencies. 100 frames of each texture and depth
view of the test sequences were used. Random loss model for 5%, 10% and 20%
Packet Loss Rates (PLRs) was considered and the simulations were repeated 50
times. Similar PLR values have been observed in [108]. For all sequences, each
frame consisted of one slice, the frame rate was 25 frames per second. Considering
the broadcast scenario, GOP size was set to 12. Each frame of the texture and
depth sequences was encapsulated in a separate packet. Hence packet loss rate
corresponds to frame loss rate. The transmission order was V 0, V 2, V 1 and
for each view, texture frames were transmitted before the depth frames. The
quantization parameter (QP) was set to 28 for the texture. Although the depth
map requires about 15 to 20% of the bit rate required to encode the original video
[109], a higher bit rate (with a QP value of 20) was used to obtain high quality
depth maps. This is important as they are also used in view synthesis. The
texture and depth data were packetized separately. If a depth frame needed in
the calculation of IV I(i, j) was lost during transmission, IV I(i, j) was skipped.
An alternative would be to first recover the lost depth frames using conventional
concealment algorithms (see [95] and [100]) and then to use the proposed complete
error concealment strategy including IV I computations.
In the first experiment, the proposed consistency model is validated, i.e.,
the temporal and inter-view consistency of the proposed approach are visually
compared with the baseline BMA method. In order to evaluate the temporal
consistency, the difference between the reconstructed frame and its temporal left
and right neighbours is studied. Fig. 5.7 shows that the proposed method achieves
better temporal consistency compared to the baseline approach. In fact, the
proposed method overcomes the limitation of the baseline approach. For example,
the baseline approach is not efficient when it faces a complex texture or object
boundaries (e.g., the outline of the man in Fig. 5.7). In contrast, the proposed
method reduces such inconsistencies as it is evident from the visual comparisons.
In order to evaluate the inter-view consistency, we study the difference between
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the projection of the reconstructed frame in its view-neighbouring left and right
frames and the respective view-neighbouring left and right frames is studied. Fig.
5.8 and Fig. 5.9 show that the proposed method achieves better view consistency
compared to the baseline approach.
In the second experiment, the two approaches are compared based on their
PSNR performance. The following is evaluated: (i) the average PSNR of the
reconstructed frames and (ii) the average PSNR of all the frames (including re-
constructed, affected, and unaffected frames).
Table 5.1 presents a comparison of the average PSNR of the concealed frames
for all PLRs for DMS, IMVS, the baseline BMA and the proposed approaches. It
shows that the proposed method can reconstruct lost frames with higher fidelity
than DMS, IMVS and the baseline approach. Table 5.2 shows the average PSNR
over the whole sequence for the two approaches at different PLRs. Four trends
are observed: (i) combining methods generally improve the PSNR performance
(ii) the proposed method has higher average PSNR over the whole sequence com-
pared to DMS, IMVS and the baseline approach, (iii) as the PLR increases, so
does the gain of the proposed approach, (iv) as the baseline distance between
cameras decrease (from 20 cm for Breakdancer and Ballet sequences to 13.5 cm
for Poznan Street and Poznan Hall2 sequences), the gain of the proposed ap-
proach increases. The improved PSNR performance of the proposed approach
compared to the baseline BMA approach can be mainly attributed to the fact
that the baseline approach relies on the decoded left and top blocks. Due to
high spatial correlation between neighbouring blocks in regions with consistent
texture, these blocks are sufficient to recover the lost blocks but at object bound-
aries, this correlation decreases and the spatially neighbouring top and left blocks
are not as useful. This limitation is largely overcome by the proposed approach
which can accurately track blocks at object boundaries in a neighbouring view.
The increase in gain for camera arrangements with short baseline distances can
be attributed to the better inter-view correlations in such setups. This does not
only show that the proposed method efficiently recovers the lost frames but it
also limits error propagation to other frames. The visual results obtained in Fig.
5.10 show the 7th and 4th frame of V 1 of the Breakdancer and Poznan Hall2
sequences respectively. The cropped and zoomed parts of the frames confirm the
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of Temporal Consistency. Top: baseline BMA method,
Centre: proposed method, Bottom: Zoomed difference images. The top two
rows show (in order from left to right): the frame Fv,t− , the difference of the
reconstructed frame Fv,t and the frame Fv,t− , the reconstructed frame Fv,t, the
difference of the reconstructed frame Fv,t and the frame Fv,t+ , and the frame Fv,t+
respectively. The bottom row shows zoomed portions of the difference images in
the top two rows. For these results, a frame in view 1 was dropped and then
concealed using the baseline BMA and the proposed methods. The zoomed parts
of the difference images show higher temporal consistency (smaller magnitude of
the white color) of the proposed method compared to the baseline BMA method.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of Inter-view Consistency. Left: baseline method, Centre:
proposed method, Right: Zoomed difference images. The first two columns show
(from top to bottom): the frame Fv−,t, the difference of the warped frame from
Fv,t to Fv−,t and the frame Fv−,t, the reconstructed frame Fv,t, the difference of
the warped frame from Fv,t to Fv+,t and the frame Fv+,t, and the frame Fv+,t
respectively. The third column shows the zoomed difference images from the
first two rows. For these results, a frame in view 1 of the Ballet sequence was
dropped and then concealed using the baseline BMA and the proposed method.
The zoomed parts of the difference images show higher inter-view consistency
(smaller magnitude of the white color) of the proposed method compared to the
baseline BMA method.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of Inter-view Consistency. Left: baseline method, Centre:
proposed method, Right: Zoomed difference images. The first two columns show
(from top to bottom): the frame Fv−,t, the difference of the warped frame from
Fv,t to Fv−,t and the frame Fv−,t, the reconstructed frame Fv,t, the difference of
the warped frame from Fv,t to Fv+,t and the frame Fv+,t, and the frame Fv+,t
respectively. The third column shows the zoomed difference images from the first
two rows. For these results, a frame in view 1 of the Breakdancer sequence was
dropped and then concealed using the baseline BMA and the proposed method.
The zoomed parts of the difference images show higher inter-view consistency
(smaller magnitude of the white color) of the proposed method compared to the
baseline BMA method.
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gains of the proposed method over the baseline technique. The gains are particu-
larly visible in high texture regions such as the face in the Breakdancer sequence
and the railing in the Poznan Hall2 sequence.
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, a consistent error concealment method was proposed to recover
lost frames when MVD 3D video is broadcast over an error-prone delivery chan-
nel. The proposed method uses a cost model that combines temporal and view
consistency criteria to reconstruct lost blocks from a set of candidate blocks.
Simulation results show that the proposed method does not only outperform a
baseline method based on conventional error concealment technique and two stan-
dard methods in reconstruction fidelity but also gives more consistent frames. In
conclusion, the proposed consistent error concealment method is capable of sig-
nificantly improving the quality of MVD based 3D video that has been corrupted
by transmission errors.
The proposed cost model is generic and flexible in the choice of the underlying
error concealment methods that are used to generate candidate blocks. The
choice of the methods to create candidate blocks for reconstruction in Section
5.3.3 is motivated by the idea that MBs reconstructed using view-synthesis are
expected to have better inter-view consistency while those obtained using motion
compensation are expected to have better temporal consistency. So a selective
combination of these methods based on an overall inconsistency evaluation criteria
would result in frames consistent in both the inter-view and temporal directions.
Another motivation is to make available a diverse set of candidate blocks such
that the concealment process is not dependent on the availability of a particular
frame. Moreover, the current value of α in Eq. (5.5) assigns equal weight to
temporal and inter-view inconsistencies. Adapting the value of α according to
the scene or requirements might be even more useful. Finally, the application of
the proposed method is not limited to the whole-frame loss case. In case, a frame
is encapsulated into multiple packets, some of which are lost during transmission,
it is possible that a decoder will not drop all the packets. In this case, applying
the proposed consistency model in combination with conventional methods (such
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Table 5.1: Average PSNR (dB) Over concealed frames for different Packet Loss
Rates (PLRs). The following notations are used in the table: P = Proposed,
B = Baseline BMA.
Sequence PLR No Error DMS [98] IMVS [39] B P P - DMS P - IMVS P - B
Ballet
5% 37.05 25.80 25.87 26.50 27.08 1.28 1.21 0.58
10% 36.97 24.73 25.15 25.34 26.67 1.94 1.52 1.33
20% 37.02 23.97 24.75 24.73 26.36 2.39 1.61 1.63
Breakdancer
5% 35.90 25.44 27.46 26.79 27.47 2.03 0.01 0.68
10% 35.80 24.71 26.76 26.39 26.77 2.06 0.01 0.38
20% 35.79 24.23 26.31 26.04 26.34 2.21 0.03 0.40
Poznan Street
5% 41.24 29.30 28.90 29.67 31.86 3.06 3.46 2.19
10% 41.09 27.87 27.59 28.62 31.19 3.32 3.60 2.57
20% 41.05 26.86 26.59 27.58 30.64 3.78 3.95 3.06
Poznan Hall2
5% 44.26 33.48 34.72 34.82 36.45 2.97 1.73 1.63
10% 44.07 32.37 33.84 33.94 35.76 3.39 1.92 1.82
20% 44.04 31.50 33.10 33.29 35.40 3.90 2.30 2.11
Table 5.2: Average PSNR (dB) Over all frames for different Packet Loss Rates
(PLRs). The following notations are used in the table: P = Proposed, B = Base-
line BMA.
Sequence PLR No Error DMS [98] IMVS [39] B P P - DMS P - IMVS P - B
Ballet
5% 36.98 33.03 33.04 33.11 33.28 0.25 0.24 0.16
10% 36.98 31.93 32.03 32.00 32.39 0.46 0.36 0.39
20% 36.98 29.65 30.00 30.12 30.71 1.06 0.71 0.59
Breakdancer
5% 35.82 28.41 28.61 28.56 28.63 0.21 0.02 0.08
10% 35.82 27.47 28.21 28.27 28.36 0.89 0.15 0.09
20% 35.82 26.93 27.92 27.76 27.93 1.00 0.01 0.17
Poznan Street
5% 41.17 36.62 36.59 37.16 37.41 0.79 0.82 0.35
10% 41.17 34.90 34.84 35.95 36.64 1.74 1.80 0.69
20% 41.17 31.42 31.35 33.98 35.10 3.68 3.75 1.12
Poznan Hall2
5% 44.10 39.70 39.90 40.29 40.49 0.79 0.59 0.19
10% 44.10 38.17 38.61 39.43 39.79 1.62 1.18 0.36
20% 44.10 35.00 35.93 37.35 38.31 3.31 2.38 0.96
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(a) 7th frame of Breakdancer sequence
(b) 4th frame of Poznan Hall2 sequence
Figure 5.10: Comparison of visual results for a frame in view 1 with no error (left),
reconstructed using the baseline method, BMA (centre), and reconstructed using
the proposed method (right). For each sequence, the top row contains the full
frame while the bottom row contains zoomed part of the frames. For these results,
a frame in view 1 was dropped and then concealed using the baseline BMA and
the proposed method. The difference in visual quality for the baseline BMA and
the proposed methods can be seen in the zoomed parts.
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as [38] and [101]) for recovering block losses may prove to be very effective.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter provides a summary of the thesis and discussed its limitations and
proposes ideas for future extension of the work done in this thesis. The sum-
mary is provided in Section 6.1 while the limitations and suggestions for future
extension are discussed in Section 6.2.
6.1 Thesis Summary
This thesis addressed two problems:
• The MVC encoder uses a complex variable block size motion and disparity
estimation process to efficiently compress multiview videos. This makes
the MVC encoder very slow and makes it undesirable for use in power
constrained devices.
• Compressed 3D videos can suffer from packet loss during transmission,
which can degrade the viewing quality of the 3D video at the decoder.
The thesis provided solutions for these problems by proposing:
• fast encoding techniques for multiview videos based on MVC,
• a fast encoding technique for MVD videos based on a view synthesis prediction-
enhanced MVC coder, and
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• a consistent error concealment technique for multiview plus depth video
broadcasting.
Chapter 3 describes the first three contributions of the thesis. These include
a previous disparity vector based fast disparity estimation method (PDV-DE),
a stereo-motion consistency constraint based fast motion and disparity estima-
tion method (SMCC-MDE) and a complete low-complexity encoding solution for
MVC (CLCMVC).
PDV-DE was motivated by an analysis of the distribution of optimal disparity
vectors at different temporal levels of a GOP for different types of macroblocks
under two different conditions: (i) when the search centre is determined using
median prediction, and (ii) when the search centre is determined by the previous
disparity vector. It was found that at higher temporal levels and for ’Simple’
macroblocks, using previous disparity vector as the search centre instead of the
conventional median prediction allows to reduce the search range considerably
without a compromise on the RD performance. Hence, an adaptive search range
strategy was proposed which reduced the encoding time of the JMVM 6.0 encoder
by around 40% with negligible difference in the RD performance. The results of
this contribution were published in [30] and [31].
SMCC-MDE exploited the stereo motion consistency constraint which is a
geometrical constraint between the motion and disparity vectors of stereo videos.
Using this constraint, it first estimates the final motion and disparity vectors
and then uses these estimates to find the final motion and disparity vectors in
a limited search range. The proposed technique reduced the encoding time of
the JMVM 6.0 encoder by around 50% without compromising much on the RD
performance. The results of this contribution were published in [31].
CLCMVC is a complete low-complexity encoding framework for multiview
video coding. It combines PDV-DE and SMCC-MDE with other state-of-the-art
methods in a unique framework that allows the gains of these methods to add up.
It has been shown that CLCMVC can reduce the encoding time of the JMVM 6.0
encoder by over 93% without compromising significantly on its RD performance.
Compared to the state-of-the-art [34], the reduction in encoding time is over 11%.
The results of this contribution were published in [31].
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Chapter 4 describes the fourth contribution of the thesis. In this chapter,
an enhanced JMVC encoder was considered which included an additional View-
synthesis prediction (VSP) based SKIP mode. VSP SKIP mode has been shown
to improve the compression efficiency of MVC and is a candidate tool for modern
3D video codecs. The idea of this contribution was to speed up the encoding
process of VSP SKIP mode enhanced encoders by predicting the optimal modes
early and thus testing a limited number of candidate prediction modes during
the motion/disparity estimation process. The motivation behind the proposed
method was an analysis of the relationship between the VSP SKIP mode RD
cost and the optimal prediction mode. It was found that this relationship is very
similar across views. Hence bayesian decision rule was used to first observe the
VSP SKIP mode RD cost while encoding a macroblock and then based on this
observation, test only the most probable modes in the bayesian sense. It was
found that using the proposed technique, over 33% of the encoding time can be
reduced without a noticeable degradation in the RD performance. The results of
this contribution were published in [35]. VSP modes are expected to be included
in upcoming video coding standards such as 3D-AVC [49]. The proposed method
can be useful in reducing the encoding time of such future video codecs.
Chapter 5 describes the last contribution of the thesis. The motivation for this
contribution was the lack of emphasis of the existing frame-loss error concealment
methods on the important aspect of consistency in 3D videos during the error
concealment process. Unlike 2D videos, in 3D videos, frames are not viewed
independently. That is why while in 2D videos, independently recovering frames
might be sufficient, in 3D videos, this can lead to inconsistent reconstruction
of the 3D scene and hence in poor viewing experience. So a scene consistent
frame-loss error concealment method is proposed which takes into consideration
temporal and inter-view consistency while recovering lost frames. Experimental
results have shown that compared to the baseline BMA method and two standard
error concealment methods, the proposed method can recover lost frames with
high consistency while maintaining a reasonable PSNR performance. The results
suggest that compared to the standard methods, the proposed method might be
more helpful in reducing the flickering artefacts in 3D video which are caused by
inconsistencies between frames.
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6.2 Limitations and Future Work
This section presents limitations of the work and suggests some future directions
in which this work can be extended:
• In Chapter 3, experiments were performed using four standard multiview
test sequences recommended by the Joint Video Team [72]. The test dataset
is representative of different video features such as outdoor/indoor, fast/slow
motion, human/vehicles, rectangular/circular structures, translational/rotational
motion. However, all the four sequences were generated using a 1D camera
array. The performance is not guaranteed for sequences generated using
a 2D camera array and will depend on the interview correlation between
views. Moreoever, the tests were performed using five different QP values
ranging from 20 to 36. A wide range of bitrates are covered by this range
that is why QP values outside of this range were not tested. However, as
the performance of the proposed algorithm did not vary dramatically for
different QP values, it is expected that the results will not be significantly
different if experiments are performed using other QP values.
• In Chapter 3, the compression performance of the proposed fast encoding
techniques was evaluated by comparing its Rate-Distortion plots with those
of the standard JMVM 6.0 implementation. The maximum PSNR loss
compared to the standard JMVM 6.0 was of 0.07 dB. Visual evaluation
of the decoded frames did not show a significant difference between the
different methods. That is why they were not included in the results.
• In the Bayesian early mode decision method in Chapter 4, the value of
epsilon was set experimentally. It was noticed that this value is not signifi-
cantly effected by the type of motion in a video. Further experiments can
be performed to see how this value changes for different baseline distances,
multi-camera setups, natural/indoor sequences. If a relationship is found,
the algorithm can be modified by introducing an epsilon value that adapts
to the type of content.
• The Bayesian early mode decision method in Chapter 4 was applied to only
one view i.e. V 1 (the middle view) because the middle view requires most
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of the computational effort since it is the only view in the Hierarchical B
pictures prediction structure in MVC where inter-view prediction is enabled.
The algorithm can be extended and applied to view V 2 by using the RD
Cost of Conventional SKIP mode in V 2 as the observation variable (x)
• The Bayesian early mode decision method in Chapter 4 can be combined
with other fast encoding methods for MVC such as the proposed CLCMVC
method proposed in Chapter 3. It has been shown in [110] that the time
saving can be increased by another 30% without a significant compromise in
the RD performance when combined with the selective disparity estimation
method in [64].
• The consistency model in Chapter 5 is generic and can also be applied
in combination with other methods apart from the ones in Section 5.3.3
used to obtain the candidate reconstructed MBs. The choice of methods
in Section 5.3.3 was motivated by the idea that MBs reconstructed using
view-synthesis have better inter-view consistency while those obtained us-
ing motion-compensation have better temporal consistency. So a selective
combination of these methods based on an overall inconsistency evalua-
tion criteria would result in frames consistent in both the inter-view and
temporal directions. A further study on the application of the proposed
consistency model on other error concealment methods (for example, as
discussed in Section 5.2) might help improve the consistency performance.
Moreover, the value of α in Eq. 5.5 gives equal weights to temporal and
inter-view inconsistencies. Adapting α according to the scene or require-
ments may lead to better results. The results may also be further validated
by using different loss models such as the Gilbert-Elliot model in [111].
• The HEVC encoder is very slow. Encoding a 10 second High Definition
(HD) resolution video takes around 20 hrs. Even for the fastest ’intra-only’
configuration, the encoding time may exceed 1000 times real time [112].
Its multiview extension [113] is expected to include several new tools to
efficiently compress multiview videos. For example two new tools, inter-
view motion vector prediction and inter-view residual prediction have been
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included in the current phase of the collaborative work on the standardiza-
tion of the multiview extension of HEVC. This will further slow down the
encoder. Considering that the fundamental compression techniques such as
motion/disparity estimation, transform coding have not be entirely changed
but enhanced in HEVC, the fast encoding techniques introduced in Chapter
3 and 4 can be modified for use in HEVC encoder as well.
The fast encoding techniques proposed in Chapters 3 and 4 can be used as
a starting point for any fast encoding algorithm for the multiview extension
of HEVC.
• The thesis proposed software based solutions for low-complexity encoding
of multiview videos. An important aspect of video encoders is the hardware
platform on which they are deployed. Different hardware platforms have
different memory, power and processing resources available which can have
a profound effect on the performance of the MVC encoder/decoder. A re-
view of state-of-the-art in hardware architectures for MVC encoder/decoder
e.g. ARM and Intel based processors is required to further investigate the
possibility of speeding up the encoding process by efficient use of hard-
ware resources. For example harnessing the parallel processing capabilities
of modern on-chip GPUs for video encoding/decoding is an active area of
research. The idea is that expensive encoder functions such as motion es-
timation and disparity estimation can be offloaded to a multi-core GPU
where they are performed in parallel.
A study of the hardware architectures will also provide an opportunity to
optimize the decoder for power and memory utilization. This will be par-
ticularly useful for low-power, low-memory devices such as mobile phones
and tablet devices.
• VGA resolution (640x480), XGA resolution (1024x768), and HD resolution
(1920x1080) videos were considered in this thesis. Beyond-HD resolutions
(such as 4K UHD) have gained a rapid popularity and are expected to
become widely available soon. The inclusion of Ultra High Definition (UHD)
content in the test dataset would have further validated the results. They
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were not included in the test dataset because this resolution was beyond
the scope of the MVC common test conditions set by the standard and were
not publicly available until recently.
• The experimental results only contain objective test results. No subjective
tests were performed. For the methods in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, sub-
jective evaluation is not expected to lead conclusions significantly different
than those obtained using PSNR as the decoded frames for different meth-
ods are hardly different. For the consistent error concealment method in
Chapter 5, the results can be extended by including a subjective evaluation
criteria based on Mean Opinion Scores (MOSs).
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